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1 Order data

Model number Short description Figure
Other functions

X20CM4810 X20 analog input module for vibration measurement and
analyse of condition monitoring exercises. 4 IEPE analog input
51,5625 kHz sampling frequency 24 bit converter resolution
Required accessories
Bus modules

X20BM31 X20 bus module for double-width modules, internal I/O supply
is interconnected
Terminal blocks

X20TB12 X20 terminal block, 12-pin, 24 V coded
Optional accessories
Undefined

0ACS100A.00-1 Acceleration sensor, nominal sensitivity 100 mV/g, top exit
0ACS100A.90-1 Acceleration sensor, nominal sensitivity 100 mV/g, side exit

Table 1: X20CM4810 - Order data
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2 Technical data

Product ID X20CM4810
Short description
I/O module X20 4-channel condition monitoring module
General information
Isolation voltage between channel and bus 500 Veff

Module type X20 System
Nominal voltage 24 VDC ±20%
B&R ID code 0xC8F9
Status indicators Run, Error, vibration inputs 1 to 4
Diagnostics

Module run/error Yes, using status LED and software status
Power consumption Max. 2.5 W
Power consumption

Bus TBD
I/O internal TBD

Electrical isolation
Channel - Bus Yes
Channel - Channel No

Certification
CE Yes
c-UL-us In preparation
GOST-R Yes

Analog inputs
Quantity 4
Input type IEPE sensor: Acceleration
Digital converter resolution 24-bit
Open line detection

Per channel Yes
At minimum supply voltage 17 V (or higher) for more than 1 ms
At nominal supply voltage 21.3 V (or higher) for more than 1 ms
At maximum supply voltage 25.5 V (or higher) for more than 1 ms

Permitted input signal ±10 VAC
Conversion procedure Sigma Delta
Type Vibration input
Sampling frequency 51.5625 kHz
Input high pass cutoff frequency 34 mHz
Input low pass cutoff frequency 19.75 kHz
Downsampling 200 Hz, 500 Hz, 1 kHz, 2 kHz, 5 kHz, 10 kHz (configurable)
Frequency resolution of the spectrums 0.0629 Hz, 0.1574 Hz, 0.3147 Hz, 0.6294 Hz, 1.5736 Hz, 3.1471 Hz
Sensor supply IEPE, 5 mA constant current source (4.9 - 5.5 mA), can be switched off for each channel
Operating conditions
Mounting orientation

Horizontal Yes
Vertical No

EN 60529 protection IP20
Environmental conditions
Temperature

Operation
Horizontal installation 0 to 50°C

Storage -25 to +75°C
Relative humidity

Operation 5 to 95%, non-condensing
Mechanical characteristics
Module width 25 +0.2 mm

Table 2: X20CM4810 - Technical data
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3 Status LEDs

Image LED Color Status Description
Off Module supply not connected
Single flash Reset mode
Double flash Firmware update
Blinking PREOPERATIONAL mode

r Green

On RUN mode
Off Module supply not connected or everything is OKe Red
On Warning, error or reset status

e + r Steady red / single green flash Invalid firmware
1 - 4 Green On Status of the respective acceleration sensor (no open circuit)

Table 3: X20CM4810 - Status LEDs
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4 Pin assignments

X2
0 
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81
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1 2
3 4

Acceleration sensor 1+

Acceleration sensor 1-

Acceleration sensor 1 shield

Acceleration sensor 3+

Acceleration sensor 3-

Acceleration sensor shield 3

Acceleration sensor 2+

Acceleration sensor 2-

Acceleration sensor shield 2

Acceleration sensor 4+

Acceleration sensor 4-

Acceleration sensor shield 4

Figure 1: X20CM4810 - Pin assignments
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5 Gain curve

The following graphic shows a typical gain curve for an X20CM4810 module:
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Figure 2: Typical gain curve
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6 Signal generation

The following signals and parameters are calculated from the acceleration sensor's input signal:

MaxFrequencyEnvelope01

MinFrequencyEnvelope01

Envelope curve processing Raw signal processing Value processing
Acc. ISO 10816-3

MaxFrequencyRaw01

MinFrequencyRaw01

SamplesAnalogInput01-04
AnalogInputConfig01-04

PeakHighFrequency
RmsHighFrequency

RmsAccEnvelope
RmsVelEnvelope

FrequencyBand01
...

FrequencyBand32

RmsAccRaw
RmsVelRaw

KurtiosisRaw
SkewnessRaw

CrestFactorRaw
RmsRaw
PeakRaw

ISO10816AnalogInput01-04

Sensor

Mux

Anti-aliasing filter

HighFrequencyConfig01
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7 Filter configuration

The X20CM4810 has a number of configurable filters.

For the entire module there is a high pass filter that can be configured using the parameter HighFrequencyConfig01
(possible settings: 500 Hz, 1 kHz, 2 kHz). This high pass affects all high frequency and envelope curve parameters.

For each channel there is also a low pass filter for the raw signal, which can be configured using the parameter
MaxFrequencyRaw01 (possible settings: 200 Hz, 500 Hz, 1 kHz, 2 kHz, 5 kHz or 10 kHz) as well as a low pass
filter for the envelope signal, which can be configured using the parameter MaxFrequencyEnvelope01 (possible
settings: 200 Hz, 500 Hz, 1 kHz or 2 kHz).

The two low pass filters both affect all parameters calculated for the respective signal (raw signal or envelope
signal). They can be used to increase the frequency resolution of the FFT. In the AnalogInput function, however,
it is possible to select whether the parameters should be calculated based directly on the input signal or on the
low pass filtered raw signal.
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8 Frequency bands

It is possible to configure up to 32 frequency bands where the effective value (RMS) or the noise of a quadrant
is calculated.

Configuration:
Parameter Settings
Enable Off | RMS | Noise
Channel 1 | 2 | 3 | 4
Source Raw acceleration signal / Raw velocity signal / Enveloped acceleration signal / Enveloped velocity signal
Calculation of harmonics
(RMS only)

Yes / No

Rotation-dependent
(RMS only)

Select the data point for velocity (ActSpeed01-04) [1/100 Hz]
Standardized damage frequency at 60 rpm [1/100]

On

± Width of the frequency band (tolerance band) [1/100 Hz]
Lower frequency [1/4 Hz]Off
Upper frequency [1/4 Hz]

Quadrant (Noise only) 1st Quadrant | 2nd Quadrant | 3rd Quadrant | 4th Quadrant
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9 Condition parameters

The following condition parameters can be read per channel from the X20CM4810 module:
Condition parameters Description
PeakHighFrequency Peak value (absolute) of the high frequency portion of the input signal (the high pass can be configured with the High-

FrequencyConfig01 register)
RmsHighFrequency RMS average of the high frequency portion of the input signal (the high pass can be configured with the HighFrequen-

cyConfig01 register).
CrestFactorHighFrequency1) Crest factor (peak-to-average ratio) of the high frequency portion (PeakHighFrequency and RmsHighFrequency) of the

input signal.
Vdi3832KtHighFrequency1) Ratio between the reference values and the currently measured values of the high frequency portion of the input signal,

according to the VDI 3832 guideline.
RmsAccEnvelope RMS average of the acceleration of the input signal's envelope from the minimum frequency (MinFrequencyEnvelope01)

up to the maximum frequency (MaxFrequencyEnvelope01) configured for the channel.
RmsVelEnvelope RMS average of the velocity of the input signal's envelope from the minimum frequency (MinFrequencyEnvelope01) up to

the maximum frequency (MaxFrequencyEnvelope01) configured for the channel This is only calculated if the EnableVe-
locityCalculation bit (configured in the SensorConfig01 register) is set for the respective channel, otherwise 0 is output.

RmsAccRaw RMS average of the input signal's acceleration from the minimum frequency (MinFrequencyRaw01) up to the maximum
frequency (MaxFrequencyRaw01) configured for the channel.

RmsVelRaw RMS average of the input signal's velocity from the minimum frequency (MinFrequencyRaw01) up to the maximum fre-
quency (MaxFrequencyRaw01) configured for the channel. This is only calculated if the EnableVelocityCalculation bit
(configured in the SensorConfig01 register) is set for the respective channel, otherwise 0 is output.

PeakRaw Peak value (absolute) of the input signal up to the maximum frequency (MaxFrequencyRaw01) configured for the channel.
RmsRaw RMS average of the of the input signal up to the maximum frequency (MaxFrequencyRaw01) configured for the channel.
CrestFactorRaw Crest factor (peak-to-average power ratio) of the input signal up to the maximum frequency (MaxFrequencyRaw01) con-

figured for the channel.
SkewnessRaw Skewness (third statistical moment) of the input signal up to the maximum frequency (MaxFrequencyRaw01) configured

for the channel.
KurtosisRaw Kurtosis ("peakedness", fourth statistical moment) of the input signal up to the maximum frequency (MaxFrequen-

cyRaw01) configured for the channel
Vdi3832KtRaw1) Ratio between the reference values and the currently measured values of the input signal, according to the VDI 3832

guideline.
ISO10816 Effective value of the velocity in the frequency domain 10 Hz to 1 kHz according to ISO 10816

Table 4: Condition parameters

1 Only with function model "standard"
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10 Parameter format

Parameters Format Unit
ActSpeed01-04 REAL Hz
AnalogInput01-04 REAL mg or 1 when CREST
PeakHighFrequency01-04 REAL mg
RmsHighFrequency01-04 REAL mg
CrestFactorHighFrequency01-04 REAL 1
Vdi3832KtHighFrequency01-04 REAL 1
RmsAccEnvelope01-04 REAL mg
RmsVelEnvelope01-04 REAL mm/s
RmsAccRaw01-04 REAL mg
RmsVelRaw01-04 REAL mm/s
PeakRaw01-04 REAL mg
RmsRaw01-04 REAL mg
CrestFactorRaw01-04 REAL 1
SkewnessRaw01-04 REAL 1
KurtosisRaw01-04 REAL 1
Vdi3832KtRaw01-04 REAL 1
Iso10816_01-04 REAL mm/s
FrequencyBand01-32 REAL mg or mm/s depending on the configuration

Table 5: Parameters after preparation by Automation Runtime in the standard function model

Parameters Format Resolution and unit Value on overflow
ActSpeed01-04 UINT 0.01 Hz
AnalogInput01-04 INT AnalogInputScale/32768 32767 or -32768 (cap)
PeakHighFrequency01-04 24-bit unsigned 1/65536 g 16777215
RmsHighFrequency01-04 24-bit unsigned 1/65536 g 16777215
RmsAccEnvelope01-04 24-bit unsigned 0.001 g 16777215
RmsVelEnvelope01-04 24-bit unsigned 0.001 mm/s 16777215
RmsAccRaw01-04 24-bit unsigned 0.001 g 16777215
RmsVelRaw01-04 24-bit unsigned 0.001 mm/s 16777215
PeakRaw01-04 24-bit unsigned 1/65536 g 16777215
RmsRaw01-04 24-bit unsigned 1/65536 g 16777215
CrestFactorRaw01-04 24-bit unsigned 0.001 16777215
SkewnessRaw01-04 24-bit signed 0.001 8388607
KurtosisRaw01-04 24-bit signed 0.001 8388607
Iso10816_01-04 24-bit unsigned 0.001 mm/s 16777215
FrequencyBand01-32
(configured as RMS)

24-bit unsigned 0.001 g or 0.001 mm/s
depending on configuration

16777215

FrequencyBand01-32
(configured as noise)

24-bit unsigned 1/65536 g or 1/65536 mm/s
depending on configuration

16777215

Table 6: X20CM4810 parameters
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11 Register description

11.1 General information about module

11.1.1 X20CM4810 settling time

Due to the input high pass cutoff frequency of the AC voltage input (limit frequency of 34 mHz), a certain amount
of settling time is required after changing the DC offset of the pending signal.

• Setting time at 24 V supply voltage with a typical accuracy of 0.4 g after approximately 30 seconds (at 100
mV/g sensor resolution)

• Setting time at 24 V supply voltage with a typical accuracy of 0.001 g after approximately 60 seconds (at
100 mV/g sensor resolution)

• The respective settling time must be allowed to pass in order to achieve accurate measurement results
when an open line occurs. This is why all parameters, condition parameters and analog input values are
set to 0 during the first 30 seconds (after restart or open line).

11.1.2 Information about sensor resolution

The X20CM4810 module always assumes a 100 mV/g acceleration sensor on the input. When using the "Standard"
function model it is possible to configure a different sensor sensitivity.

If a different function model is used (e.g. SGC or bus coupler) then any conversion to a different sensitivity must
be performed manually.

Example
Factor = 100/(sensor sensitivity in mV/g)

Now all parameters and values must be multiplied by the factor. (except for parameters without units such as
KurtosisRaw, CrestFactorRaw, SkewnessRaw). This also applies to all AI parameters and values, as well as all
uploaded time signals and amplitude spectrums (with the exception of all dimensionless parameters and factors,
see Parameter format).

11.1.3 Information about FlatStream

Keep the following in mind when using the FlatStream (Function model 0: Standard and 1: Fast master). The
X20CM4810 changes the values in the FlatStream in every X2X cycle. To avoid missing anything in the task, be
sure to select a task cycle that is either the same speed and synchronous to the module's bus, or faster. This also
applies to fieldbus connections between the CPU and bus coupler.

The maximum bus cycle time of 10 ms must not be exceeded. Otherwise it is not possible to guarantee that the data
calculated by the module every 300 ms can be fully transferred on the bus (potential loss of measurement data).

11.1.4 Information for using a SG4 CPU

The X20CM4810 module automatically calculates all parameters every 300 ms, with the exception of
Vdi3832KtRaw, Vdi3832KtFrequency and CrestFactorHighFrequency. Automation Runtime makes it easier for the
user to work with the module (uploading parameters), scales the parameters to the sensor resolution and also
calculates the parameters named above.
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11.1.5 Automatic calculation of the velocity signal

The X20CM4810 module can calculate the velocity signal from the signal provided by the acceleration sensor. This
feature is disabled by default, since it may reduce the precision of the acceleration signal.

The reason for this:

Converting acceleration to velocity amplifies low frequency portions, which lowers the auto-gain by several steps.
This in turn reduces precision.

When the feature is disabled, then all parameters calculated for the velocity spectrum result in a value of 0 (para-
meter Iso10816 is not affected by this).

11.1.6 Information about AutogainDelay and overflow

The X20CM4810 module performs an automatic dynamic adjustment (auto-gain) on the measurement signal to
ensure that it is measured with the highest possible accuracy. This adjustment is made in multiple steps. Each
step amplifies the input signal more than the last. If the signal has been very low for a long time and then jumps
suddenly, this may cause some calculated parameters to overflow. This is indicated by the overflow bit for the
respective channel (Overflow01-04) being set. Additionally (since the overflow usually doesn't affect all parameters)
the affected module parameters are set to their maximum. See Parameter format.

The "Standard" function model also contains additional data points (OverflowCharacteristicValues01-04 and Over-
flowFrequencyBands01) that are automatically generated by Automation Runtime and display the overflow status
of the individual parameters and frequency bands.

If an overflow occurs or an internal threshold value is exceeded, then auto-gain is lowered by one step for the next
measurement. If no overflow occurs for a certain number of measurements (configured using AutogainDelay01)
or if the signal goes below an internal threshold value, then auto-gain is increased by one step.

If overflows are occurring frequently, increasing the AutogainDelay may help.

For the parameters CrestFactorRaw, KurtosisRaw and SkewnessRaw there is another potential cause of overflows:

Since the module performs a division by the RMS value (RmsRaw), an overflow may also occur if this value is very
small. To prevent this, the module has an internal lower limit of 1 mg for the RMS value. This limit is not applied
to the value that is provided to the user, however.

11.1.7 Important information when using a B&R Compact CPU or Fieldbus CPU

Due to the size of the firmware for the X20CM4810 module, only CPUs with sufficient ROM (> 1MB) are supported.
(X20CP0292 or X20XC0292)
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11.2 Function models

A function model specifies the registers on the module (storage model) that are available for the application. Only
these registers are processed on the module during each cycle and transferred cyclically/acyclically using the
bus. The selected function model determines the module's functionality (Standard (SG4), Fast master (SGC and
Buskoppler), Slow master (SGC and bus coupler) and CANIOBusController (CANIO bus coupler)).

11.2.1 Function model 0 "Standard" (supported by Automation Runtime)

This is the default function model for the X20CM4810. The calculated module parameters are streamed from the
module via Flatstream every 300 ms and prepared for the user by Automation Runtime. Keep in mind that measured
parameters will be lost if the streamed data is not received before the next transmission (check maximum cycle
time).

Analog inputs are provided as cyclic data points.

To help the user, in this function model all of the module's parameters are prepared in Automation Runtime (para-
meter Flatstream handling, unit scaling, etc.) and then made available to the user.

With this function model it is also possible to use an additional FlatStream to read data buffers (time signal and
FFT spectrum) from the module.

A library is provided for doing this (AsVib).

In this function model, the X20CM4810 can only be configured using the I/O configuration. (registers must not be
re-configured asynchronously)

Features provided by Automation Runtime support:
• DataToggleBit01: This bit changes its value whenever new parameters are loaded from the module
• OverflowAnalogInput01-04: Indicates whether there a signal is pending on the input which is larger than

the configured AnalogInputScale (Warning! this is always based on a 100 mV/g sensor)
• OverflowCharacteristicValues01-04: This register contains an overflow indicator bit for each parameter

of the corresponding channel.
• OverflowFrequencyBands01: This register contains an overflow indicator bit for each frequency band.
• ActSpeed01-04: The module always expects a value 0.01 Hz increments for the ActSpeed01-04 data

points. Automation Runtime support enables the user to specify the speed in Hz in the "Standard" function
model.

• SensitivitySensor01-04: The X20CM4810 always calculates the parameters based on a 100mV/g sensor
on the input. Other sensors can be used by specifying the sensor resolution in mV/g for each channel on
these data points. All cyclic parameters are then automatically scaled to the right sensor resolution by Au-
tomation Runtime. If this parameter is changed, then next measurement is invalid (indicated by DataTog-
gleBit01).

• AnalogInput01-04: The analog input is automatically scaled to the sensor resolution and with the defined
AnalogInputScale. It is then made available to the user in mg (unless its CREST factor is non-dimensional).

• Parameters and frequency bands: All parameters and frequency bands calculated by X20CM4810 are
set flat and can be connected directly in the I/O mapping. They are already scaled to the correct sensor
resolution and will be displayed in mg or mm/s or non-dimensional (Kurtosis, CrestFactor, skewness and
Vdi3832) depending on the parameter.

• Additional parameters: Automation Runtime automatically provides the following parameters in addition
to the parameters calculated by the module:

° Vdi3832KtRaw01-04 (requires PeakRawRef and RmsRawRef as reference values and uses
PeakRawRefCalculated and RmsRawRefCalulated to hold the reference values used in the calcu-
lation)

° CrestFactorHighFrequency01-04
° Vdi3832KtHighFrequency01-04 (requires PeakHighFrequencyRef and RmsHighFrequencyRef

as reference values and uses PeakHighFrequencyRefCalculated and RmsHighFrequencyRefCalu-
lated to hold the reference values used in the calculation)
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• DataConsistentWithLockedBuffers01: If the data buffers on the module are locked from uploading, then
this bit is used to indicate the time at which all parameters and frequency bands are consistent with the
locked buffers on the module.

11.2.2 Function model 1: "Fast master"

The parameters calculated by the module are streamed via the FlatStream (cyclic data points) every 300 ms. Keep
in mind that measured parameters will be lost if the streamed data is not received before the next transmission
(check maximum cycle time). With this function model it is also possible to use an additional FlatStream to read
data buffers (time signal and FFT spectrum) from the module.

Analog inputs are provided as cyclic data points.

The AsVib library supports the user when using SGC CPU's.

This function model can only be used for Ethernet based masters. However, in this case the user must ensure
that FlatStream handling is implemented on the master and that the module changes the data in the FlatStream
in every X2X cycle.

11.2.3 Function model 2: "Slow master"

This function model was developed specially for operating the X20CM4810 with "slow masters" and for conserving
resources on the PLC. With this function model it is not possible to read data buffers from the module. The para-
meters calculated by the module every 300 ms can only be read via acyclic access. In order to achieve a consistent
version of all parameters, they can be locked as they are read (RequestDataLock01). This function model does
not allow for direct seamless measurements. Min/Max functionality can be used, however.

This model is recommended for all slow bus systems and masters. It should also be kept in mind that asynchronous
register access must be implemented on the master (unless a B&R master is used).

Analog inputs are provided as cyclic data points.

11.2.4 Function model 254 "CANIOBusController"

This function model can only be used with a CANIO bus coupler. It provides the same functionality as Function
model 2: Slow master.

The differences are:

• The order of cyclic registers is different on the bus for reasons of consistency (see 11.6 "Register overview
- Cyclic registers" on page 21).

• Since the AnalogInputToggleBit01-04 data points can't be transferred consistently with the AnalogIn-
put01-04 data points, they are not available in this function model. The user must watch for a value change
on the AnalogInput01-04 data points to determine whether a new value is available.
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11.3 Minimum cycle time

The minimum cycle time specifies how far the cycle time of the X2X Link bus can be reduced without causing a
communication error or impaired functionality. Keep in mind that very fast cycles leave less idle time for monitoring,
diagnostics and acyclic commands.

Minimum cycle time
Standard function model 400 µs
Function model: Fast master 400 µs
Function model: Slow master 400 µs
Function model: CANIOBusController 400 µs

Table 7: X20CM4810 - Minimum cycle time

11.4 Maximum cycle time

The maximum cycle time specifies how far the cycle time of the X2X Link bus can be increased without causing
a communication error or impaired functionality.

Maximum cycle time
Standard function model 10 ms
Function model: Fast master 10 ms
Function model: Slow master -
Function model: CANIOBusController -

Table 8: X20CM4810 - Maximum cycle time

11.5 Firmware update time

Due to the size of the firmware, the update takes some time.

Depending on the configured bus cycle time the firmware update times can be expected:
Bus cycle time Update time
400 µs Approx. 5 min
2 ms Approx. 20 min

Table 9: Firmware update time
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11.6 Register overview - Cyclic registers

Register Configuration
Cyclic

CAN DEC X2X DEC
Channel name

Data type Length
(bytes) Read Write

0 2 Control01 UINT 2 ●
4 6 ActSpeed01 UINT 2 ●
6 10 ActSpeed02 UINT 2 ●
8 14 ActSpeed03 UINT 2 ●

10 18 ActSpeed04 UINT 2 ●
2 22 AnalogInputControlByte01 UINT 2 ●
0 2 Status01 UINT 2 ●
2 6 AnalogInput01 INT 2 ●
4 10 AnalogInput02 INT 2 ●
6 14 AnalogInput03 INT 2 ●
8 18 AnalogInput04 INT 2 ●

320 ParameterInputSequence011) USINT 1 ●
321 ParameterRxByte011) USINT 1 ●
322 ParameterRxByte021) USINT 1 ●
323 ParameterRxByte031) USINT 1 ●
324 ParameterRxByte041) USINT 1 ●
325 ParameterRxByte051) USINT 1 ●
326 ParameterRxByte061) USINT 1 ●
327 ParameterRxByte071) USINT 1 ●
328 ParameterRxByte081) USINT 1 ●
329 ParameterRxByte091) USINT 1 ●
330 ParameterRxByte101) USINT 1 ●
331 ParameterRxByte111) USINT 1 ●
332 ParameterRxByte121) USINT 1 ●
333 ParameterRxByte131) USINT 1 ●
352 ParameterOutputSequence011) USINT 1 ●

2368 BufferInputSequence011) USINT 1 ●
2369 BufferRxByte011) USINT 1 ●
2370 BufferRxByte021) USINT 1 ●
2371 BufferRxByte031) USINT 1 ●
2372 BufferRxByte041) USINT 1 ●
2373 BufferRxByte051) USINT 1 ●
2400 BufferOutputSequence011) USINT 1 ●
2401 BufferTxByte011) USINT 1 ●
2402 BufferTxByte021) USINT 1 ●
2403 BufferTxByte031) USINT 1 ●
2404 BufferTxByte041) USINT 1 ●

DataToggleBit012) BOOL ●
OverflowAnalogInput012) BOOL ●
OverflowAnalogInput022) BOOL ●
OverflowAnalogInput032) BOOL ●
OverflowAnalogInput042) BOOL ●
OverflowCharacteristicValues012) UINT 2 ●
OverflowCharacteristicValues022) UINT 2 ●
OverflowCharacteristicValues032) UINT 2 ●
OverflowCharacteristicValues042) UINT 2 ●
OverflowFrequencyBands012) UDINT 4 ●
SensitivitySensor012) REAL 4 ●
SensitivitySensor022) REAL 4 ●
SensitivitySensor032) REAL 4 ●
SensitivitySensor042) REAL 4 ●
PeakRawRef012) REAL 4 ●
PeakRawRef022) REAL 4 ●
PeakRawRef032) REAL 4 ●
PeakRawRef042) REAL 4 ●
RmsRawRef012) REAL 4 ●
RmsRawRef022) REAL 4 ●
RmsRawRef032) REAL 4 ●
RmsRawRef042) REAL 4 ●
PeakRawRefCalculated012) REAL 4 ●
PeakRawRefCalculated022) REAL 4 ●
PeakRawRefCalculated032) REAL 4 ●
PeakRawRefCalculated042) REAL 4 ●
RmsRawRefCalculated012) REAL 4 ●
RmsRawRefCalculated022) REAL 4 ●

Table 10: Register overview - Cyclic registers
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RmsRawRefCalculated032) REAL 4 ●
RmsRawRefCalculated042) REAL 4 ●
PeakHighFrequencyRef012) REAL 4 ●
PeakHighFrequencyRef022) REAL 4 ●
PeakHighFrequencyRef032) REAL 4 ●
PeakHighFrequencyRef042) REAL 4 ●
RmsHighFrequencyRef012) REAL 4 ●
RmsHighFrequencyRef022) REAL 4 ●
RmsHighFrequencyRef032) REAL 4 ●
RmsHighFrequencyRef042) REAL 4 ●
PeakHighFrequencyRefCalculated012) REAL 4 ●
PeakHighFrequencyRefCalculated022) REAL 4 ●
PeakHighFrequencyRefCalculated032) REAL 4 ●
PeakHighFrequencyRefCalculated042) REAL 4 ●
RmsHighFrequencyRefCalculated012) REAL 4 ●
RmsHighFrequencyRefCalculated022) REAL 4 ●
RmsHighFrequencyRefCalculated032) REAL 4 ●
RmsHighFrequencyRefCalculated042) REAL 4 ●
DataConsistentWithLockedBuffers012) BOOL ●

Table 10: Register overview - Cyclic registers

1 Is only available in the "Fast master" function model.
2 Only available in the "Standard" function model (generated by Automation Runtime)

11.7 Register overview - Acyclic registers

Register Configuration
Acyclic

CAN DEC X2X DEC
Channel name

Data type Length
(bytes) Read Write

514 514 SensorConfig01 UINT 2 ●
518 518 MinFrequencyRaw01 UINT 2 ●
522 522 MinFrequencyEnvelope01 UINT 2 ●
526 526 MaxFrequencyRaw01 UINT 2 ●
530 530 FrequencyBand01Config UINT 2 ●
538 538 FrequencyBand01DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
542 542 FrequencyBand01Tolerance UINT 2 ●
546 546 FrequencyBand01LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
550 550 FrequencyBand01UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
554 554 FrequencyBand02Config UINT 2 ●
562 562 FrequencyBand02DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
566 566 FrequencyBand02Tolerance UINT 2 ●
570 570 FrequencyBand02LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
574 574 FrequencyBand02UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
578 578 FrequencyBand03Config UINT 2 ●
586 586 FrequencyBand03DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
590 590 FrequencyBand03Tolerance UINT 2 ●
594 594 FrequencyBand03LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
598 598 FrequencyBand03UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
602 602 FrequencyBand04Config UINT 2 ●
610 610 FrequencyBand04DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
614 614 FrequencyBand04Tolerance UINT 2 ●
618 618 FrequencyBand04LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
622 622 FrequencyBand04UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
626 626 FrequencyBand05Config UINT 2 ●
634 634 FrequencyBand05DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
638 638 FrequencyBand05Tolerance UINT 2 ●
642 642 FrequencyBand05LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
646 646 FrequencyBand05UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
650 650 FrequencyBand06Config UINT 2 ●
658 658 FrequencyBand06DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
662 662 FrequencyBand06Tolerance UINT 2 ●
666 666 FrequencyBand06LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
670 670 FrequencyBand06UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
674 674 FrequencyBand07Config UINT 2 ●
682 682 FrequencyBand07DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
686 686 FrequencyBand07Tolerance UINT 2 ●
690 690 FrequencyBand07LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
694 694 FrequencyBand07UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
698 698 FrequencyBand08Config UINT 2 ●
706 706 FrequencyBand08DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●

Table 11: Register overview part 1: 0 - 1999
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Register Configuration
Acyclic

CAN DEC X2X DEC
Channel name

Data type Length
(bytes) Read Write

710 710 FrequencyBand08Tolerance UINT 2 ●
714 714 FrequencyBand08LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
718 718 FrequencyBand08UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
722 722 FrequencyBand09Config UINT 2 ●
730 730 FrequencyBand09DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
734 734 FrequencyBand09Tolerance UINT 2 ●
738 738 FrequencyBand09LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
742 742 FrequencyBand09UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
746 746 FrequencyBand10Config UINT 2 ●
754 754 FrequencyBand10DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
758 758 FrequencyBand10Tolerance UINT 2 ●
762 762 FrequencyBand10LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
766 766 FrequencyBand10UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
770 770 FrequencyBand11Config UINT 2 ●
778 778 FrequencyBand11DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
782 782 FrequencyBand11Tolerance UINT 2 ●
786 786 FrequencyBand11LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
790 790 FrequencyBand11UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
794 794 FrequencyBand12Config UINT 2 ●
802 802 FrequencyBand12DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
806 806 FrequencyBand12Tolerance UINT 2 ●
810 810 FrequencyBand12LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
814 814 FrequencyBand12UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
818 818 FrequencyBand13Config UINT 2 ●
826 826 FrequencyBand13DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
830 830 FrequencyBand13Tolerance UINT 2 ●
834 834 FrequencyBand13LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
838 838 FrequencyBand13UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
842 842 FrequencyBand14Config UINT 2 ●
850 850 FrequencyBand14DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
854 854 FrequencyBand14Tolerance UINT 2 ●
858 858 FrequencyBand14LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
862 862 FrequencyBand14UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
866 866 FrequencyBand15Config UINT 2 ●
874 874 FrequencyBand15DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
878 878 FrequencyBand15Tolerance UINT 2 ●
882 882 FrequencyBand15LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
886 886 FrequencyBand15UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
890 890 FrequencyBand16Config UINT 2 ●
898 898 FrequencyBand16DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
902 902 FrequencyBand16Tolerance UINT 2 ●
906 906 FrequencyBand16LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
910 910 FrequencyBand16UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
914 914 FrequencyBand17Config UINT 2 ●
922 922 FrequencyBand17DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
926 926 FrequencyBand17Tolerance UINT 2 ●
930 930 FrequencyBand17LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
934 934 FrequencyBand17UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
938 938 FrequencyBand18Config UINT 2 ●
946 946 FrequencyBand18DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
950 950 FrequencyBand18Tolerance UINT 2 ●
954 954 FrequencyBand18LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
958 958 FrequencyBand18UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
962 962 FrequencyBand19Config UINT 2 ●
970 970 FrequencyBand19DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
974 974 FrequencyBand19Tolerance UINT 2 ●
978 978 FrequencyBand19LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
982 982 FrequencyBand19UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
986 986 FrequencyBand20Config UINT 2 ●
994 994 FrequencyBand20DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
998 998 FrequencyBand20Tolerance UINT 2 ●

1002 1002 FrequencyBand20LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
1006 1006 FrequencyBand20UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
1010 1010 FrequencyBand21Config UINT 2 ●
1018 1018 FrequencyBand21DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
1022 1022 FrequencyBand21Tolerance UINT 2 ●
1026 1026 FrequencyBand21LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
1030 1030 FrequencyBand21UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●

Table 11: Register overview part 1: 0 - 1999
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Register Configuration
Acyclic

CAN DEC X2X DEC
Channel name

Data type Length
(bytes) Read Write

1034 1034 FrequencyBand22Config UINT 2 ●
1042 1042 FrequencyBand22DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
1046 1046 FrequencyBand22Tolerance UINT 2 ●
1050 1050 FrequencyBand22LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
1054 1054 FrequencyBand22UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
1058 1058 FrequencyBand23Config UINT 2 ●
1066 1066 FrequencyBand23DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
1070 1070 FrequencyBand23Tolerance UINT 2 ●
1074 1074 FrequencyBand23LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
1078 1078 FrequencyBand23UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
1082 1082 FrequencyBand24Config UINT 2 ●
1090 1090 FrequencyBand24DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
1094 1094 FrequencyBand24Tolerance UINT 2 ●
1098 1098 FrequencyBand24LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
1102 1102 FrequencyBand24UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
1106 1106 FrequencyBand25Config UINT 2 ●
1114 1114 FrequencyBand25DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
1118 1118 FrequencyBand25Tolerance UINT 2 ●
1122 1122 FrequencyBand25LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
1126 1126 FrequencyBand25UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
1130 1130 FrequencyBand26Config UINT 2 ●
1138 1138 FrequencyBand26DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
1142 1142 FrequencyBand26Tolerance UINT 2 ●
1146 1146 FrequencyBand26LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
1150 1150 FrequencyBand26UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
1154 1154 FrequencyBand27Config UINT 2 ●
1162 1162 FrequencyBand27DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
1166 1166 FrequencyBand27Tolerance UINT 2 ●
1170 1170 FrequencyBand27LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
1174 1174 FrequencyBand27UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
1178 1178 FrequencyBand28Config UINT 2 ●
1186 1186 FrequencyBand28DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
1190 1190 FrequencyBand28Tolerance UINT 2 ●
1194 1194 FrequencyBand28LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
1198 1198 FrequencyBand28UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
1202 1202 FrequencyBand29Config UINT 2 ●
1210 1210 FrequencyBand29DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
1214 1214 FrequencyBand29Tolerance UINT 2 ●
1218 1218 FrequencyBand29LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
1222 1222 FrequencyBand29UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
1226 1226 FrequencyBand30Config UINT 2 ●
1234 1234 FrequencyBand30DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
1238 1238 FrequencyBand30Tolerance UINT 2 ●
1242 1242 FrequencyBand30LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
1246 1246 FrequencyBand30UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
1250 1250 FrequencyBand31Config UINT 2 ●
1258 1258 FrequencyBand31DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
1262 1262 FrequencyBand31Tolerance UINT 2 ●
1266 1266 FrequencyBand31LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
1270 1270 FrequencyBand31UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
1274 1274 FrequencyBand32Config UINT 2 ●
1282 1282 FrequencyBand32DmgFreq60rpm UINT 2 ●
1286 1286 FrequencyBand32Tolerance UINT 2 ●
1290 1290 FrequencyBand32LowerFrequency UINT 2 ●
1294 1294 FrequencyBand32UpperFrequency UINT 2 ●
1298 1298 AnalogInputScale01 UINT 2 ●
1302 1302 HighFrequencyConfig01 UINT 2 ●
1306 1306 MaxFrequencyEnvelope01 UINT 2 ●
1310 1310 AutogainDelay01 UINT 2 ●
1314 1314 SamplesAnalogInput01 UINT 2 ●
1318 1318 SamplesAnalogInput02 UINT 2 ●
1322 1322 SamplesAnalogInput03 UINT 2 ●
1326 1326 SamplesAnalogInput04 UINT 2 ●
1330 1330 AnalogInputConfig01 UINT 2 ●
514 514 SensorConfig01Read UINT 2 ●

526 526 AutogainDelay01Read UINT 2 ●

530 530 SamplesAnalogInput01Read UINT 2 ●

Table 11: Register overview part 1: 0 - 1999
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Register Configuration
Acyclic

CAN DEC X2X DEC
Channel name

Data type Length
(bytes) Read Write

534 534 SamplesAnalogInput02Read UINT 2 ●
538 538 SamplesAnalogInput03Read UINT 2 ●
542 542 SamplesAnalogInput04Read UINT 2 ●
546 546 AnalogInputScale01Read UINT 2 ●
550 550 HighFrequencyConfig01Read UINT 2 ●
554 554 MaxFrequencyRaw01Read UINT 2 ●
558 558 MaxFrequencyEnvelope01Read UINT 2 ●
562 562 MinFrequencyRaw01Read UINT 2 ●
566 566 MinFrequencyEnvelope01Read UINT 2 ●
570 570 AnalogInputConfig01Read UINT 2 ●
580 580 Iso10816_011) UDINT 4 ●
588 588 Iso10816_021) UDINT 4 ●
596 596 Iso10816_031) UDINT 4 ●
604 604 Iso10816_041) UDINT 4 ●
612 612 RmsAccRaw011) UDINT 4 ●
620 620 RmsAccRaw021) UDINT 4 ●
628 628 RmsAccRaw031) UDINT 4 ●
636 636 RmsAccRaw041) UDINT 4 ●
644 644 RmsVelRaw011) UDINT 4 ●
652 652 RmsVelRaw021) UDINT 4 ●
660 660 RmsVelRaw031) UDINT 4 ●
668 668 RmsVelRaw041) UDINT 4 ●
676 676 RmsAccEnvelope011) UDINT 4 ●
684 684 RmsAccEnvelope021) UDINT 4 ●
692 692 RmsAccEnvelope031) UDINT 4 ●
700 700 RmsAccEnvelope041) UDINT 4 ●
708 708 RmsVelEnvelope011) UDINT 4 ●
716 716 RmsVelEnvelope021) UDINT 4 ●
724 724 RmsVelEnvelope031) UDINT 4 ●
732 732 RmsVelEnvelope041) UDINT 4 ●
740 740 PeakHighFrequency011) UDINT 4 ●
748 748 PeakHighFrequency021) UDINT 4 ●
756 756 PeakHighFrequency031) UDINT 4 ●
764 764 PeakHighFrequency041) UDINT 4 ●
772 772 RmsHighFrequency011) UDINT 4 ●
780 780 RmsHighFrequency021) UDINT 4 ●
788 788 RmsHighFrequency031) UDINT 4 ●
796 796 RmsHighFrequency041) UDINT 4 ●
804 804 KurtosisRaw011) DINT 4 ●
812 812 KurtosisRaw021) DINT 4 ●
820 820 KurtosisRaw031) DINT 4 ●
828 828 KurtosisRaw041) DINT 4 ●
836 836 CrestRaw011) UDINT 4 ●
844 844 CrestRaw021) UDINT 4 ●
852 852 CrestRaw031) UDINT 4 ●
860 860 CrestRaw041) UDINT 4 ●
868 868 SkewnessRaw011) DINT 4 ●
876 876 SkewnessRaw021) DINT 4 ●
884 884 SkewnessRaw031) DINT 4 ●
892 892 SkewnessRaw041) DINT 4 ●
900 900 RmsRaw011) UDINT 4 ●
908 908 RmsRaw021) UDINT 4 ●
916 916 RmsRaw031) UDINT 4 ●
924 924 RmsRaw041) UDINT 4 ●
932 932 PeakRaw011) UDINT 4 ●
940 940 PeakRaw021) UDINT 4 ●
948 948 PeakRaw031) UDINT 4 ●
956 956 PeakRaw041) UDINT 4 ●
964 964 FrequencyBand011) UDINT 4 ●
972 972 FrequencyBand021) UDINT 4 ●
980 980 FrequencyBand031) UDINT 4 ●
988 988 FrequencyBand041) UDINT 4 ●
996 996 FrequencyBand051) UDINT 4 ●

1004 1004 FrequencyBand061) UDINT 4 ●
1012 1012 FrequencyBand071) UDINT 4 ●
1020 1020 FrequencyBand081) UDINT 4 ●
1028 1028 FrequencyBand091) UDINT 4 ●
1036 1036 FrequencyBand101) UDINT 4 ●

Table 11: Register overview part 1: 0 - 1999
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Register Configuration
Acyclic

CAN DEC X2X DEC
Channel name

Data type Length
(bytes) Read Write

1044 1044 FrequencyBand111) UDINT 4 ●
1052 1052 FrequencyBand121) UDINT 4 ●
1060 1060 FrequencyBand131) UDINT 4 ●
1068 1068 FrequencyBand141) UDINT 4 ●
1076 1076 FrequencyBand151) UDINT 4 ●
1084 1084 FrequencyBand161) UDINT 4 ●
1092 1092 FrequencyBand171) UDINT 4 ●
1100 1100 FrequencyBand181) UDINT 4 ●
1108 1108 FrequencyBand191) UDINT 4 ●
1116 1116 FrequencyBand201) UDINT 4 ●
1124 1124 FrequencyBand211) UDINT 4 ●
1132 1132 FrequencyBand221) UDINT 4 ●
1140 1140 FrequencyBand231) UDINT 4 ●
1148 1148 FrequencyBand241) UDINT 4 ●
1156 1156 FrequencyBand251) UDINT 4 ●
1164 1164 FrequencyBand261) UDINT 4 ●
1172 1172 FrequencyBand271) UDINT 4 ●
1180 1180 FrequencyBand281) UDINT 4 ●
1188 1188 FrequencyBand291) UDINT 4 ●
1196 1196 FrequencyBand301) UDINT 4 ●
1204 1204 FrequencyBand311) UDINT 4 ●
1212 1212 FrequencyBand321) UDINT 4 ●
1218 1218 FrequencyBand01ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1226 1226 FrequencyBand01DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1230 1230 FrequencyBand01ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1234 1234 FrequencyBand01LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1238 1238 FrequencyBand01UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1242 1242 FrequencyBand02ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1250 1250 FrequencyBand02DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1254 1254 FrequencyBand02ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1258 1258 FrequencyBand02LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1262 1262 FrequencyBand02UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1266 1266 FrequencyBand03ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1274 1274 FrequencyBand03DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1278 1278 FrequencyBand03ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1282 1282 FrequencyBand03LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1286 1286 FrequencyBand03UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1290 1290 FrequencyBand04ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1298 1298 FrequencyBand04DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1302 1302 FrequencyBand04ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1306 1306 FrequencyBand04LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1310 1310 FrequencyBand04UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1314 1314 FrequencyBand05ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1322 1322 FrequencyBand05DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1326 1326 FrequencyBand05ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1330 1330 FrequencyBand05LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1334 1334 FrequencyBand05UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1338 1338 FrequencyBand06ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1346 1346 FrequencyBand06DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1350 1350 FrequencyBand06ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1354 1354 FrequencyBand06LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1358 1358 FrequencyBand06UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1362 1362 FrequencyBand07ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1370 1370 FrequencyBand07DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1374 1374 FrequencyBand07ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1378 1378 FrequencyBand07LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1382 1382 FrequencyBand07UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1386 1386 FrequencyBand08ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1394 1394 FrequencyBand08DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1398 1398 FrequencyBand08ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1402 1402 FrequencyBand08LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1406 1406 FrequencyBand08UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1410 1410 FrequencyBand09ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1418 1418 FrequencyBand09DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1422 1422 FrequencyBand09ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1426 1426 FrequencyBand09LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1430 1430 FrequencyBand09UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1434 1434 FrequencyBand10ConfigRead UINT 2 ●

Table 11: Register overview part 1: 0 - 1999
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Register Configuration
Acyclic

CAN DEC X2X DEC
Channel name

Data type Length
(bytes) Read Write

1442 1442 FrequencyBand10DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1446 1446 FrequencyBand10ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1450 1450 FrequencyBand10LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1454 1454 FrequencyBand10UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1458 1458 FrequencyBand11ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1466 1466 FrequencyBand11DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1470 1470 FrequencyBand11ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1474 1474 FrequencyBand11LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1478 1478 FrequencyBand11UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1482 1482 FrequencyBand12ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1490 1490 FrequencyBand12DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1494 1494 FrequencyBand12ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1498 1498 FrequencyBand12LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1502 1502 FrequencyBand12UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1506 1506 FrequencyBand13ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1514 1514 FrequencyBand13DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1518 1518 FrequencyBand13ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1522 1522 FrequencyBand13LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1526 1526 FrequencyBand13UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1530 1530 FrequencyBand14ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1538 1538 FrequencyBand14DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1542 1542 FrequencyBand14ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1546 1546 FrequencyBand14LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1550 1550 FrequencyBand14UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1554 1554 FrequencyBand15ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1562 1562 FrequencyBand15DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1566 1566 FrequencyBand15ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1570 1570 FrequencyBand15LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1574 1574 FrequencyBand15UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1578 1578 FrequencyBand16ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1586 1586 FrequencyBand16DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1590 1590 FrequencyBand16ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1594 1594 FrequencyBand16LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1598 1598 FrequencyBand16UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1602 1602 FrequencyBand17ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1610 1610 FrequencyBand17DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1614 1614 FrequencyBand17ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1618 1618 FrequencyBand17LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1622 1622 FrequencyBand17UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1626 1626 FrequencyBand18ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1634 1634 FrequencyBand18DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1638 1638 FrequencyBand18ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1642 1642 FrequencyBand18LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1646 1646 FrequencyBand18UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1650 1650 FrequencyBand19ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1658 1658 FrequencyBand19DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1662 1662 FrequencyBand19ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1666 1666 FrequencyBand19LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1670 1670 FrequencyBand19UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1674 1674 FrequencyBand20ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1682 1682 FrequencyBand20DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1686 1686 FrequencyBand20ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1690 1690 FrequencyBand20LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1694 1694 FrequencyBand20UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1698 1698 FrequencyBand21ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1706 1706 FrequencyBand21DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1710 1710 FrequencyBand21ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1714 1714 FrequencyBand21LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1718 1718 FrequencyBand21UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1722 1722 FrequencyBand22ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1730 1730 FrequencyBand22DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1734 1734 FrequencyBand22ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1738 1738 FrequencyBand22LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1742 1742 FrequencyBand22UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1746 1746 FrequencyBand23ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1754 1754 FrequencyBand23DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1758 1758 FrequencyBand23ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1762 1762 FrequencyBand23LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●

Table 11: Register overview part 1: 0 - 1999
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Register Configuration
Acyclic

CAN DEC X2X DEC
Channel name

Data type Length
(bytes) Read Write

1766 1766 FrequencyBand23UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1770 1770 FrequencyBand24ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1778 1778 FrequencyBand24DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1782 1782 FrequencyBand24ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1786 1786 FrequencyBand24LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1790 1790 FrequencyBand24UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1794 1794 FrequencyBand25ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1802 1802 FrequencyBand25DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1806 1806 FrequencyBand25ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1810 1810 FrequencyBand25LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1814 1814 FrequencyBand25UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1818 1818 FrequencyBand26ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1826 1826 FrequencyBand26DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1830 1830 FrequencyBand26ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1834 1834 FrequencyBand26LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1838 1838 FrequencyBand26UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1842 1842 FrequencyBand27ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1850 1850 FrequencyBand27DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1854 1854 FrequencyBand27ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1858 1858 FrequencyBand27LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1862 1862 FrequencyBand27UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1866 1866 FrequencyBand28ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1874 1874 FrequencyBand28DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1878 1878 FrequencyBand28ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1882 1882 FrequencyBand28LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1886 1886 FrequencyBand28UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1890 1890 FrequencyBand29ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1898 1898 FrequencyBand29DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1902 1902 FrequencyBand29ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1906 1906 FrequencyBand29LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1910 1910 FrequencyBand29UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1914 1914 FrequencyBand30ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1922 1922 FrequencyBand30DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1926 1926 FrequencyBand30ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1930 1930 FrequencyBand30LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1934 1934 FrequencyBand30UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1938 1938 FrequencyBand31ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1946 1946 FrequencyBand31DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1950 1950 FrequencyBand31ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1954 1954 FrequencyBand31LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1958 1958 FrequencyBand31UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1962 1962 FrequencyBand32ConfigRead UINT 2 ●
1970 1970 FrequencyBand32DmgFreq60rpmRead UINT 2 ●
1974 1974 FrequencyBand32ToleranceRead UINT 2 ●
1978 1978 FrequencyBand32LowerFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●
1982 1982 FrequencyBand32UpperFrequencyRead UINT 2 ●

Table 11: Register overview part 1: 0 - 1999

1 Is only available in "Slow master" and "CANIOBusController" function models.

Register Configuration

CAN DEC X2X DEC
Channel name

Data type Length
(bytes) Read Write

2690 2690 MinMaxCounter01 UINT 2 ●
2700 2700 Iso10816Min01 UDINT 4 ●
2708 2708 Iso10816Min02 UDINT 4 ●
2716 2716 Iso10816Min03 UDINT 4 ●
2724 2724 Iso10816Min04 UDINT 4 ●
2732 2732 RmsAccRawMin01 UDINT 4 ●
2740 2740 RmsAccRawMin02 UDINT 4 ●
2748 2748 RmsAccRawMin03 UDINT 4 ●
2756 2756 RmsAccRawMin04 UDINT 4 ●
2764 2764 RmsVelRawMin01 UDINT 4 ●
2772 2772 RmsVelRawMin02 UDINT 4 ●
2780 2780 RmsVelRawMin03 UDINT 4 ●
2788 2788 RmsVelRawMin04 UDINT 4 ●
2796 2796 RmsAccEnvelopeMin01 UDINT 4 ●

Table 12: Register overview part 2: 2000 - 3999
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2804 2804 RmsAccEnvelopeMin02 UDINT 4 ●
2812 2812 RmsAccEnvelopeMin03 UDINT 4 ●
2820 2820 RmsAccEnvelopeMin04 UDINT 4 ●
2828 2828 RmsVelEnvelopeMin01 UDINT 4 ●
2836 2836 RmsVelEnvelopeMin02 UDINT 4 ●
2844 2844 RmsVelEnvelopeMin03 UDINT 4 ●
2852 2852 RmsVelEnvelopeMin04 UDINT 4 ●
2860 2860 PeakHighFrequencyMin01 UDINT 4 ●
2868 2868 PeakHighFrequencyMin02 UDINT 4 ●
2876 2876 PeakHighFrequencyMin03 UDINT 4 ●
2884 2884 PeakHighFrequencyMin04 UDINT 4 ●
2892 2892 RmsHighFrequencyMin01 UDINT 4 ●
2900 2900 RmsHighFrequencyMin02 UDINT 4 ●
2908 2908 RmsHighFrequencyMin03 UDINT 4 ●
2916 2916 RmsHighFrequencyMin04 UDINT 4 ●
2924 2924 KurtosisRawMin01 DINT 4 ●
2932 2932 KurtosisRawMin02 DINT 4 ●
2940 2940 KurtosisRawMin03 DINT 4 ●
2948 2948 KurtosisRawMin04 DINT 4 ●
2956 2956 CrestRawMin01 UDINT 4 ●
2964 2964 CrestRawMin02 UDINT 4 ●
2972 2972 CrestRawMin03 UDINT 4 ●
2980 2980 CrestRawMin04 UDINT 4 ●
2988 2988 SkewnessRawMin01 DINT 4 ●
2996 2996 SkewnessRawMin02 DINT 4 ●
3004 3004 SkewnessRawMin03 DINT 4 ●
3012 3012 SkewnessRawMin04 DINT 4 ●
3020 3020 RmsRawMin01 UDINT 4 ●
3028 3028 RmsRawMin02 UDINT 4 ●
3036 3036 RmsRawMin03 UDINT 4 ●
3044 3044 RmsRawMin04 UDINT 4 ●
3052 3052 PeakRawMin01 UDINT 4 ●
3060 3060 PeakRawMin02 UDINT 4 ●
3068 3068 PeakRawMin03 UDINT 4 ●
3076 3076 PeakRawMin04 UDINT 4 ●
3084 3084 FrequencyBandMin01 UDINT 4 ●
3092 3092 FrequencyBandMin02 UDINT 4 ●
3100 3100 FrequencyBandMin03 UDINT 4 ●
3108 3108 FrequencyBandMin04 UDINT 4 ●
3116 3116 FrequencyBandMin05 UDINT 4 ●
3124 3124 FrequencyBandMin06 UDINT 4 ●
3132 3132 FrequencyBandMin07 UDINT 4 ●
3140 3140 FrequencyBandMin08 UDINT 4 ●
3148 3148 FrequencyBandMin09 UDINT 4 ●
3156 3156 FrequencyBandMin10 UDINT 4 ●
3164 3164 FrequencyBandMin11 UDINT 4 ●
3172 3172 FrequencyBandMin12 UDINT 4 ●
3180 3180 FrequencyBandMin13 UDINT 4 ●
3188 3188 FrequencyBandMin14 UDINT 4 ●
3196 3196 FrequencyBandMin15 UDINT 4 ●
3204 3204 FrequencyBandMin16 UDINT 4 ●
3212 3212 FrequencyBandMin17 UDINT 4 ●
3220 3220 FrequencyBandMin18 UDINT 4 ●
3228 3228 FrequencyBandMin19 UDINT 4 ●
3236 3236 FrequencyBandMin20 UDINT 4 ●
3244 3244 FrequencyBandMin21 UDINT 4 ●
3252 3252 FrequencyBandMin22 UDINT 4 ●
3260 3260 FrequencyBandMin23 UDINT 4 ●
3268 3268 FrequencyBandMin24 UDINT 4 ●
3276 3276 FrequencyBandMin25 UDINT 4 ●
3284 3284 FrequencyBandMin26 UDINT 4 ●
3292 3292 FrequencyBandMin27 UDINT 4 ●
3300 3300 FrequencyBandMin28 UDINT 4 ●
3308 3308 FrequencyBandMin29 UDINT 4 ●
3316 3316 FrequencyBandMin30 UDINT 4 ●
3324 3324 FrequencyBandMin31 UDINT 4 ●
3332 3332 FrequencyBandMin32 UDINT 4 ●
3340 3340 Iso10816Max01 UDINT 4 ●
3348 3348 Iso10816Max02 UDINT 4 ●
3356 3356 Iso10816Max03 UDINT 4 ●
3364 3364 Iso10816Max04 UDINT 4 ●
3372 3372 RmsAccRawMax01 UDINT 4 ●
3380 3380 RmsAccRawMax02 UDINT 4 ●

Table 12: Register overview part 2: 2000 - 3999
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3388 3388 RmsAccRawMax03 UDINT 4 ●
3396 3396 RmsAccRawMax04 UDINT 4 ●
3404 3404 RmsVelRawMax01 UDINT 4 ●
3412 3412 RmsVelRawMax02 UDINT 4 ●
3420 3420 RmsVelRawMax03 UDINT 4 ●
3428 3428 RmsVelRawMax04 UDINT 4 ●
3436 3436 RmsAccEnvelopeMax01 UDINT 4 ●
3444 3444 RmsAccEnvelopeMax02 UDINT 4 ●
3452 3452 RmsAccEnvelopeMax03 UDINT 4 ●
3460 3460 RmsAccEnvelopeMax04 UDINT 4 ●
3468 3468 RmsVelEnvelopeMax01 UDINT 4 ●
3476 3476 RmsVelEnvelopeMax02 UDINT 4 ●
3484 3484 RmsVelEnvelopeMax03 UDINT 4 ●
3492 3492 RmsVelEnvelopeMax04 UDINT 4 ●
3500 3500 PeakHighFrequencyMax01 UDINT 4 ●
3508 3508 PeakHighFrequencyMax02 UDINT 4 ●
3516 3516 PeakHighFrequencyMax03 UDINT 4 ●
3524 3524 PeakHighFrequencyMax04 UDINT 4 ●
3532 3532 RmsHighFrequencyMax01 UDINT 4 ●
3540 3540 RmsHighFrequencyMax02 UDINT 4 ●
3548 3548 RmsHighFrequencyMax03 UDINT 4 ●
3556 3556 RmsHighFrequencyMax04 UDINT 4 ●
3564 3564 KurtosisRawMax01 DINT 4 ●
3572 3572 KurtosisRawMax02 DINT 4 ●
3580 3580 KurtosisRawMax03 DINT 4 ●
3588 3588 KurtosisRawMax04 DINT 4 ●
3596 3596 CrestRawMax01 UDINT 4 ●
3604 3604 CrestRawMax02 UDINT 4 ●
3612 3612 CrestRawMax03 UDINT 4 ●
3620 3620 CrestRawMax04 UDINT 4 ●
3628 3628 SkewnessRawMax01 DINT 4 ●
3636 3636 SkewnessRawMax02 DINT 4 ●
3644 3644 SkewnessRawMax03 DINT 4 ●
3652 3652 SkewnessRawMax04 DINT 4 ●
3660 3660 RmsRawMax01 UDINT 4 ●
3668 3668 RmsRawMax02 UDINT 4 ●
3676 3676 RmsRawMax03 UDINT 4 ●
3684 3684 RmsRawMax04 UDINT 4 ●
3692 3692 PeakRawMax01 UDINT 4 ●
3700 3700 PeakRawMax02 UDINT 4 ●
3708 3708 PeakRawMax03 UDINT 4 ●
3716 3716 PeakRawMax04 UDINT 4 ●
3724 3724 FrequencyBandMax01 UDINT 4 ●
3732 3732 FrequencyBandMax02 UDINT 4 ●
3740 3740 FrequencyBandMax03 UDINT 4 ●
3748 3748 FrequencyBandMax04 UDINT 4 ●
3756 3756 FrequencyBandMax05 UDINT 4 ●
3764 3764 FrequencyBandMax06 UDINT 4 ●
3772 3772 FrequencyBandMax07 UDINT 4 ●
3780 3780 FrequencyBandMax08 UDINT 4 ●
3788 3788 FrequencyBandMax09 UDINT 4 ●
3796 3796 FrequencyBandMax10 UDINT 4 ●
3804 3804 FrequencyBandMax11 UDINT 4 ●
3812 3812 FrequencyBandMax12 UDINT 4 ●
3820 3820 FrequencyBandMax13 UDINT 4 ●
3828 3828 FrequencyBandMax14 UDINT 4 ●
3836 3836 FrequencyBandMax15 UDINT 4 ●
3844 3844 FrequencyBandMax16 UDINT 4 ●
3852 3852 FrequencyBandMax17 UDINT 4 ●
3860 3860 FrequencyBandMax18 UDINT 4 ●
3868 3868 FrequencyBandMax19 UDINT 4 ●
3876 3876 FrequencyBandMax20 UDINT 4 ●
3884 3884 FrequencyBandMax21 UDINT 4 ●
3892 3892 FrequencyBandMax22 UDINT 4 ●
3900 3900 FrequencyBandMax23 UDINT 4 ●
3908 3908 FrequencyBandMax24 UDINT 4 ●
3916 3916 FrequencyBandMax25 UDINT 4 ●
3924 3924 FrequencyBandMax26 UDINT 4 ●
3932 3932 FrequencyBandMax27 UDINT 4 ●
3940 3940 FrequencyBandMax28 UDINT 4 ●
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3948 3948 FrequencyBandMax29 UDINT 4 ●
3956 3956 FrequencyBandMax30 UDINT 4 ●
3964 3964 FrequencyBandMax31 UDINT 4 ●
3972 3972 FrequencyBandMax32 UDINT 4 ●

Table 12: Register overview part 2: 2000 - 3999
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11.8 FlatStream communication

11.8.1 Introduction

B&R offers an additional communication method for some modules. "FlatStream" was designed for X2X and POW-
ERLINK networks and allows data transfer adapted to individual demands. Although this method is not 100% re-
al-time capable, it still allows data transfer to be handled more efficiently than with standard cyclic polling.

11.8.2 Message, segment, sequence, MTU

The physical properties of the bus system limit the amount of data that can be transferred during one bus cycle.
With FlatStream communication, all messages are viewed as part of a continuous data stream. Long data streams
must be broken down into several fragments that are sent one after the other. To understand how the receiver puts
these fragments back together to get the original information, it is important to understand the difference between
a message, a segment, a sequence and the MTU.

Message:
A message refers to information exchanged between two partner stations. The length of a message is not restricted
by the FlatStream communication method. Nevertheless, module-specific limitations must be considered.

Segment (logical division of a message):
A segment has a finite size and can be understood as a section of a message. The number of segments per
message is arbitrary. In order for the receiving station to reconstruct the transferred segments correctly, each
segment is preceded by a control byte containing additional information such as the length of the segment and
whether or not the segment following completes the message. This makes it possible for the receiving station to
interpret the incoming data stream correctly.

Sequence (how a segment needs to be arranged physically):
The size of a sequence corresponds exactly to the number of activated Rx or Tx bytes (later: "MTU"). The trans-
mitting station splits the transmit array into valid sequences. These sequences are then written successively to
the MTU and transferred to the receiving station where they are put back together again. The receiver stores the
incoming sequences in a receive array, obtaining an image of the data stream in the process.
With FlatStream communication, the number of sequences sent are counted. Sequences transferred successfully
must be acknowledged by the receiving station to ensure the integrity of the transmission.

MTU (Maximum Transmission Unit) – Physical transport:
MTU refers to the activated USINT registers used with FlatStream. These registers can accept a sequence and
pass it on to the receiving station. A separate MTU is defined for each direction of communication. The OutputMTU
defines the number of FlatStream Tx bytes, and the InputMTU specifies the number of FlatStream Rx bytes. The
MTUs are transported cyclically via the X2X bus, increasing the load with each additional activated USINT register.

Features:
FlatStream messages are not transferred cyclically or in 100% real time. Many bus cycles may be needed to trans-
fer a certain message. Although the Rx and Tx registers are exchanged between the transmitter and the receiv-
er cyclically, they are only processed further if explicitly accepted by the "InputSequence" or "OutputSequence"
register.

Behavior in the event of an error (brief summary):
The protocol for X2X and POWERLINK networks specifies that the last valid values should be retained when
disturbances occur. With conventional communication (cyclic/acyclic data queries), this type of error can generally
be ignored.
In order for communication to also take place without errors using FlatStream, all of the sequences issued by the
receiver must be acknowledged. If "Forward" functionality is not used, then subsequent communication is delayed
for the length of the disturbance.
If "Forward" functionality is being used, the receiving station receives a transmission counter that is incremented
twice. The receiver stops, i.e. it no longer returns any acknowledgments. The transmitting station uses the Se-
quenceAck to determine that the transmission was faulty and all affected sequences will have to be repeated.
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11.8.3 The FlatStream principle

Requirement:
Before FlatStream can be used, the respective communication direction must be synchronized, i.e. both commu-
nication partners cyclically query the sequence counter on the opposite station. This checks to see if there is new
data that should be accepted.

Communication:
If a communication partner wants to transmit a message to its opposite station, it should first create a transmit
array that corresponds to FlatStream conventions. This allows the FlatStream data to be organized very efficiently
without having to block other important resources.

If allowed:
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Transmit buffer 
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of transmit array

Module increments 
InputSequence-
Counter

...

If OutputSequence-
Counter is 
incremented:

Module adds
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Figure 3: FlatStream communication

Approach:
The first thing that happens is that the message is broken into valid segments of up to 63 bytes, and the corre-
sponding control bytes are created. The data is added to a data stream, alternating control bytes followed by their
corresponding segments This data stream can be written to the transmit array. The maximum size of each array
element matches that of the enabled MTU so that one element corresponds to one sequence.
When the array has been completely created, the transmitter checks whether the MTU is allowed to be refilled.
Then it copies the first element of the array or the first sequence to the Tx byte registers. The MTU is transported
to the receiver station via the X2X bus and stored in the corresponding Rx byte registers. To signal that the data
should be accepted by the receiver, the transmitter increases its SequenceCounter.
If the communication direction is synchronized, the opposite station detects the incremented SequenceCounter.
The current sequence is appended to the receive array and acknowledged by SequenceAck. This acknowledgment
signals to the transmitter that the MTU can now be refilled.

If the transmission is successful, the data in the receive array will correspond 100% to the data in the transmit array.
During the transfer, the receiving station must detect and evaluate the incoming control bytes. A separate receive
array should be created for every message. This allows the receiver to immediately begin further processing of
messages once they have been completely transferred.
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11.8.4 Registers for FlatStream mode

Five registers are available for configuring FlatStream. The default configuration can be used to transfer small
amounts of data relatively easily.

11.8.4.1 FlatStream configuration

To use FlatStream, the program sequence must first be expanded. The cycle time of the FlatStream routines must
be set to a multiple of the bus cycle. Other program routines should be implemented in Cyclic #1 to ensure data
consistency.

All registers are filled in with default values at the beginning and can be used immediately.

OutputMTU, InputMTU

These registers define the number of activated Tx or Rx bytes, i.e. the maximum size of a sequence. The user
must consider that the more bytes made available also means a higher load on the bus system.

Information:
In the rest of this documentation, the designations "OutputMTU" and "InputMTU" do not refer to the
registers explained here. Instead, they are used as synonyms for the currently active Tx or Rx bytes.

Data type Values
USINT See the module-specific register overview (theoretically: 3 - 27)
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11.8.4.2 FlatStream operation

When using FlatStream, the communication direction is enormously important. For sending data to a module ("out-
put" direction), the Tx bytes are used. For receiving data from a module ("input" direction"), the Rx bytes are used.
The "OutputSequence" and "InputSequence" registers are used to control and ensure that communication is taking
place properly, i.e. the transmitter issues the directive that the data should be accepted and the receiver acknowl-
edges that a sequence has been transferred successfully.

Tx-/Rx-Bytes:
The Tx and Rx bytes are cyclic registers used to transport the payload data and the necessary control bytes.
The number of active Tx/Rx bytes is taken from the configuration of the "OutputMTU" and "InputMTU" registers,
respectively.
In the user's program, only the Tx/Rx bytes from the CPU can be used. The corresponding counterparts are located
in the module and are not accessible to the user. For this reason, designations were chosen from the CPU point
of view.

• "T" - "Transmit" → CPU transmits data to the module
• "R" - "Receive" → CPU receives data from the module

Data type Values
USINT 0...65535

Control bytes:
In addition to the payload data, the Tx and Rx bytes also transfer the necessary control bytes. These control bytes
contain additional information about the data stream so that the receiver can reconstruct the original message from
the transferred segments.

Bit structure of a control byte:
Bit Description Information
0-5 SegmentLength 0-63 Size in bytes of the following segment (default: max. MTUSize

- 1)
0 Next control byte at the beginning of the next MTU6 nextCBPos
1 Next control byte directly at the end of this segment
0 Message continues after the subsequent segment7 MessageEndBit
1 Message ends after the subsequent segment

Segment length:
The segment length lets the receiver know the length of the coming segment. If the configured segment length
is insufficient for a message, then the information must be distributed over several segments. In these cases, the
actual end of the message is detected using bit 7 of the control byte.

Information:
The control byte is not included in the calculation to determine the segment length. The segment length
is only derived from the bytes of payload data.

nextCBPos:
This bit indicates the position where the next control byte is to be expected. This information is especially important
when using the "MultiSegmentMTU" option.
When using FlatStream communication with multi-segment MTUs, the next control byte is no longer expected in
the first Rx byte of the subsequent MTU, but directly after the current segment.

MessageEndBit:
The "MessageEndBit" is set if the subsequent segment completes a message. The message is then completely
transferred and can be processed further.

Information:
In the output direction, this bit must also be set if one individual segment is enough to take on the
entire message. The module will only process a message internally if this identifying mark is detected.
The size of the message being transferred can be calculated by adding all of the message's segment
lengths together.

FlatStream formula for calculating message length:

CB Control byteMessage [bytes] = SegmentLengths (all CBs without ME) + SegmentLength (of the first CB with
ME) ME MessageEndBit
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OutputSequence

The "OutputSequence" register contains information about the communication status of the CPU. It is written by
the CPU and read by the module.
Data type Values
USINT See bit structure

Bit structure:
Bit Description Information
0-2 OutputSequenceCounter 0-7 Counter for the sequences issued in the output direction

0 Output direction disabled3 OutputSyncBit
1 Output direction enabled

4-6 InputSequenceAck 0-7 Mirrors the InputSequenceCounter value
0 Input direction not ready (disabled)7 InputSyncAck
1 Input direction ready (enabled)

OutputSequenceCounter:
The OutputSequenceCounter is a continuous counter of sequences that have been issued by the CPU. The CPU
uses the OutputSequenceCounter to direct the module to accept a sequence (the output direction must be syn-
chronized when this happens).

OutputSyncBit:
The CPU uses the OutputSyncBit to try and synchronize the output channel.

InputSequenceAck:
InputSequenceAck is used for acknowledgment. The value of the InputSequenceCounter is mirrored if the CPU
has received a sequence successfully.

InputSyncAck:
The InputSyncAck bit acknowledges the synchronization of the input channel for the module. This indicates that
the CPU is ready to receive data.
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InputSequence

The "InputSequence" register contains information about the communication status of the module. It is written by
the module and should only be read by the CPU.
Data type Values
USINT See bit structure

Bit structure:
Bit Description Information
0-2 InputSequenceCounter 0-7 Counter for the sequences issued in the input direction

0 Not ready (disabled)3 InputSyncBit
1 Ready (enabled)

4-6 OutputSequenceAck 0-7 Mirrors the OutputSequenceCounter value
0 Not ready (disabled)7 OutputSyncAck
1 Ready (enabled)

InputSequenceCounter:
The InputSequenceCounter is a continuous counter of sequences that have been issued by the module. The
module uses the InputSequenceCounter to direct the CPU to accept a sequence (the input direction must be
synchronized when this happens).

InputSyncBit:
The module uses the InputSyncBit to try and synchronize the input channel.

OutputSequenceAck:
OutputSequenceAck is used for acknowledgment. The value of the OutputSequenceCounter is mirrored if the
module has received a sequence successfully.

OutputSyncAck:
The OutputSyncAck bit acknowledges the synchronization of the output channel for the CPU. This indicates that
the module is ready to receive data.

Relationship between OutputSequence and InputSequence

0-2
3

OutputSequenceCounter
OutputSyncBit

4-6
7

InputSequenceAck
InputSyncAck

0-2
3

InputSequenceCounter
InputSyncBit

4-6
7

OutputSequenceAck
OutputSyncAck

OutputSequence
Communication status of CPU

InputSequence
Communication status of module

Crossover

Handshake

Crossover

Handshake

Figure 4: Relationship between OutputSequence and InputSequence

The OutputSequence and InputSequence registers are logically composed of two half-bytes. The low part signals
to the opposite station whether a channel should be opened or if data should be accepted. The high part is to
acknowledge that the requested action was carried out.

SyncBit und SyncAck:
If SyncBit and SyncAck are set in one communication direction, then the channel is considered "synchronized", i.e.
it is possible to send messages in this direction. The status bit of the opposite station must be checked cyclically.
If SyncAck has been reset, then the SyncBit must be adjusted on that station. Before new data can be transferred,
the channel needs to be resynchronized.

SequenceCounter und SequenceAck:
The communication partners cyclically check whether the low nibble on the opposite station changes. When one
of the communication partners finishes writing a new sequence to the MTU, it increments its SequenceCounter.
The current sequence is then transferred to the receiver, who acknowledges its receipt with SequenceAck. In this
way, a "handshake" is initiated.

Information:
If communication is interrupted, segments from the unfinished message transfer are discarded. All
messages that were transferred completely are processed.
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11.8.4.3 Synchronization

During synchronization, a communication channel is opened. It is important to make sure that a module is present
and that the current value of the SequenceCounter is stored on the station receiving the message.
FlatStream can handle full-duplex communication. This means that both channels / communication directions can
be handled separately. They have to be synchronized completely so that simplex communication can theoretically
be carried out as well.

Synchronization in the output direction (CPU as the transmitter):

The corresponding synchronization bits (OutputSyncBit and OutputSyncAck) are reset. Because of this, FlatStream
cannot be used at this time to send messages from the CPU to the module.

Algorithm:
1.) The CPU must write 000 in the OutputSequenceCounter and reset OutputSyncBit.
CPU must cyclically poll the high nibble of the "InputSequence" register (check for 000 in OutputSequenceAck and 0 in OutputSyncAck).
The module doesn't accept the current contents of the InputMTU since the channel is not yet synchronized.
The module matches OutputSequenceAck and OutputSyncAck to the values of OutputSequenceCounter and OutputSyncBit.
2.) If the CPU registers the expected values in OutputSequenceAck and OutputSyncAck, it is allowed to increment OutputSequenceCounter.
The CPU continues cyclically querying the high nibble of the "OutputSequence" register (check for 001 in OutputSequenceAck and 0 in InputSyncAck).
The module doesn't accept the current contents of the InputMTU since the channel is not yet synchronized.
The module matches OutputSequenceAck and OutputSyncAck to the values of OutputSequenceCounter and OutputSyncBit.
3.) If the CPU registers the expected values in OutputSequenceAck and OutputSyncAck, it is allowed to set OutputSyncBit.
The CPU continues cyclically querying the high nibble of the "OutputSequence" register (check for 001 in OutputSequenceAck and 1 in InputSyncAck).
Note:
Theoretically, data can be transferred from this point forward. However, it is still recommended to wait until the output direction is completely synchronized be-
fore transferring data.
Modules sets OutputSyncAck.
Output direction synchronized; the CPU can transmit data to the module.

Synchronization in the input direction (CPU as the receiver):

The corresponding synchronization bits (InputSyncBit and InputSyncAck) are reset. Because of this, FlatStream
cannot be used at this time to send messages from the module to the CPU.

Algorithm:
The module writes 000 to InputSequenceCounter and resets InputSyncBit.
The module monitors the high nibble of the "OutputSequence" register and expects 000 in InputSequenceAck and 0 in InputSyncAck.
1.) The CPU isn't allowed to accept the current contents of the InputMTU since the channel is not yet synchronized.
The CPU has to match InputSequenceAck and InputSyncAck to the values of InputSequenceCounter and InputSyncBit.
If the module registers the expected values in InputSequenceAck and InputSyncAck, it increments the InputSequenceCounter.
The module monitors the high nibble of the "OutputSequence" registers and expects 001 in InputSequenceAck and 0 in InputSyncAck.
2.) The CPU isn't allowed to accept the current contents of the InputMTU since the channel is not yet synchronized.
The CPU has to match InputSequenceAck and InputSyncAck to the values of InputSequenceCounter and InputSyncBit.
If the module registers the expected values in InputSequenceAck and InputSyncAck, it sets the InputSyncBit.
The module monitors the high nibble of the "OutputSequence" register and expects 1 in InputSyncAck.
3.) CPU is allowed to set InputSyncAck.
Note:
Theoretically, data can be transferred right in this cycle.
Rule: If the InputSyncBit is set and InputSequenceCounter has been increased by 1, the information in the activated Rx bytes has to be accepted and acknowl-
edged (see also "Communication in the input direction").
Input direction synchronized; the module can transmit data to the CPU.
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11.8.4.4 Sending and receiving

If a channel is synchronized, then the opposite station is ready to receive messages from the transmitter. Before
the transmitter can send data, it needs to first create a transmit array in oreder to meet FlatStream requirements.

The transmitting station must also generate a control byte for each segment created. This control byte contains
information about how the subsequent part of the data being transferred should be processed. The position of the
next control byte in the data stream can vary. For this reason, it must be absolutely clear at all time when a new
control byte is being transferred. The first control byte is always in the first byte of the first sequence. All subsequent
positions are conveyed recursively.

FlatStream formula for calculating the position of the next control byte:

Position (of the next control byte) = Current position + 1 + Segment length

Example:
Three autonomous messages (7 bytes, 2 bytes and 9 bytes) are being transferred using an MTU with a width of
7 bytes. The rest of the configuration corresponds to the default settings.

Message 1:

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7

B1 B2

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8

No more data to send

- - ...-

Message 2:

Message 3:

Sequence for bus cycle 1

Sequence for bus cycle 2

Sequence for bus cycle 3

Sequence for bus cycle 4

Sequence for bus cycle 5

Sequence for bus cycle 6

B1 B2

A2 A3 A4

C2

A1

A7

A5 A6

C3

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6

D7 D8

-

- -

-

C4

-

-

C5

-

C1

- -

- -

-

-

- -C0 -

-

Default

-

D9

D9

Transmit/Receive array

With 7 USINT elements according

to configured MTU size

Figure 5: Transmit/Receive array (default)

First, the messages must be split into segments. In the default configuration, it is important to ensure that each
sequence can take on an entire segment, including the associated control byte. The sequence is limited to the size
of the activated MTU. In other words, a segment must be at least 1 byte smaller than the MTU.

MTU = 7 bytes → Max. segment length = 6 bytes

• Message 1 (7 bytes)

➯ First segment = Control byte + 6 data bytes
➯ Second segment = Control byte + 1 data byte

• Message 2 (2 bytes)

➯ First segment = Control byte + 2 data bytes

• Message 3 (9 bytes)

➯ First segment = Control byte + 6 data bytes
➯ Second segment = Control byte + 3 data bytes

• No more messages

➯ C0 control byte
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A unique control byte must be generated for each segment. In addition, the C0 control byte is generated to keep
communication on standby.
C0 (control byte 0) C1 (control byte 1) C2 (control byte 2)
- SegmentLength (0) = 0 - SegmentLength (6) = 6 - SegmentLength (1) = 1
- nextCBPos (0) = 0 - nextCBPos (0) = 0 - nextCBPos (0) = 0
- MessageEndBit (0) = 0 - MessageEndBit (0) = 0 - MessageEndBit (1) = 128
Control byte Σ 0 Control byte Σ 6 Control byte Σ 129

Table 13: FlatStream determination of the control bytes for default configuration example (part 1)

C3 (control byte 3) C4 (control byte 4) C5 (control byte 5)
- SegmentLength (2) = 2 - SegmentLength (6) = 6 - SegmentLength (3) = 3
- nextCBPos (0) = 0 - nextCBPos (0) = 0 - nextCBPos (0) = 0
- MessageEndBit (1) = 128 - MessageEndBit (0) = 0 - MessageEndBit (1) = 128
Control byte Σ 130 Control byte Σ 6 Control byte Σ 131

Table 14: FlatStream determination of the control bytes for default configuration example (part 2)
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11.8.4.5 Transmitting data to a module (output)

When transmitting data, the transmit array must be generated in the application program. Sequences are then
transferred one by one using FlatStream and received by the module.

Information:
Although all B&R modules with FlatStream communication always support the most compact trans-
missions in the output direction, it is recommended to use the same design for the transfer arrays in
both communication directions.

if OutputSequence-
counter is 
incremented:

module adds send 
buffer to internal 
array

If successful: Input-
SequenceAck will 
be adapted to 
send counter

PLC/Bus controller
Transmit/Receive array
Type: USINT

if OutputMTU
is released:

CPU fills 
OutputMTU
with next 
sequence from 
send array

OutputMTU
Type: USINT

Module
module-internal
Receive array 
Type: USINT

Transmit buffer 
of module is
adapted 
cyclically to 
OutputMTU
by X2X

cyc.

module-internal 
Receive buffer
Type: USINT

_data_01
_data_02
_data_03
_data_04
_data_05

_data_xx

_data_01
_data_02
_data_03
_data_04
_data_05

_data_xx

TxBytes *RxBytes

... ...

Figure 6: FlatStream communication (output)

The length of the message is initially smaller than the OutputMTU. In this case, one sequence would be sufficient
to transfer the entire message and the necessary control byte.

Algorithm:
Cyclic status query:
- Module monitors OutputSequenceCounter
0. Cyclic checks:
- The CPU must check OutputSyncAck
→ If OutputSyncAck = 0: reset OutputSyncBit and resynchronize channel
- The CPU must check whether OutputMTU enabled
→ If OutputSequenceCounter > InputSequenceAck: MTU not enabled since last sequence not yet acknowledged
1. Preparation (create transmit array):
- The CPU must split up message into valid segments and create the necessary control bytes
- The CPU must add the segments and control bytes to the transmit array
2. Transmission:
- The CPU transfers the current element of the transmit array to the OutputMTU
→ OutputMTU is transferred cyclically to the module's transmit buffer but not processed further
- The CPU must increase OutputSequenceCounter
Response:
- The module accepts the bytes from the internal receive buffer and adds them to the internal receive array
- The module sends acknowledgment, writes the value of OutputSequenceCounter to OutputSequenceAck
3. Completion:
- The CPU must monitor OutputSequenceAck 
→ A sequence is only considered to have been transferred successfully if it has been acknowledged via OutputSequenceAck. In order to detect potential trans-
fer errors in the last sequence as well, it's important to make sure that the length of the completion phase is sufficient.
Note:
To monitor communication times exactly, the task cycles that have passed since the last increase of the OutputSequenceCounter should be counted. In this
way, the number of previous bus cycles necessary for the transfer can be measured. If the monitoring counter exceeds a predefined threshold, then the se-
quence can be considered lost.
(The relationship of bus to task cycle can be influenced by the user so that the threshold value needs to be determined individually.)
- Subsequent sequences may only be sent in the next bus cycle after the completion check has been carried out successfully.
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Message larger than the OutputMTU:
The transmit array, which needs to be created in the program sequence, consists of several elements. The user
has to arrange the control and data bytes correctly and transfer the array elements one after the other. The transfer
algorithm remains the same and is repeated at the point Cyclic checks.

General flow chart:

SynchronizationSequence handling

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No No

Yes

No

NoYes

Yes

(diff <= limit)
AND (OutputSyncAck = 1)
AND (OutputSyncBit = 1) ?

Copy next sequence to MTU
Increase OutputSequenceCounter

OutputSequenceAck = 
OutputSequenceCounter?

OutputSequenceAck = 0?

OutputSequenceCounter  = 1 OutputSyncBit = 1 OutputSequenceCounter  = 0
LastValidAck = 0

LastValidAck = 
OutputSequenceAck

LastValidAck = 
OutputSequenceCounter?

More sequences to be sent?

diff = 0?

LastValidAck = 
OutputSequenceAck 

Start

►

►

 diff = (OutputSequenceCounter -
   OutputSequenceAck) AND 7

 limit = (OutputSequenceCounter -
   LastValidAck) AND 7

Figure 7: Flow chart for the output direction
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11.8.4.6 Receiving data from a module (input)

When receiving data, the transmit array is generated by the module, transferred via FlatStream and must then
be reproduced in the receive array. The structure of the incoming data stream can be configured with the mode
register. The algorithm for receiving the data does not change in this regard.

If allowed:

module fills internal 
Transmit buffer 
with next sequence 
of transmit array

module increments 
InputSequence-
counter

...

PLC/Bus controller Module
module-internalreceive array

Type: USINT
InputMTU

Type: USINT

_data_01
_data_02
_data_03
_data_04
_data_05

_data_xx

if InputSequence-
Counter is 
incremented:

InputMTU must 
be added to the 
end of receive 
Array

(increment Input-
SequenceAck to 
end correctly) 

InputMTU is 
adapted 
cyclically to 
receive 
Buffer of 
module by 
X2X

module-internal 

RxBytes

Transmit array
Type: USINT

Transmit Buffer
Type: USINT

*TxBytes _data_01
_data_02
_data_03
_data_04
_data_05

_data_xx
...

cyc.

Figure 8: FlatStream communication (input)

Algorithm:
0. Cyclic status query:
- The CPU must monitor InputSequenceCounter
Cyclic checks:
- The module checks InputSyncAck
- The module checks InputSequenceAck
Preparation:
- The module forms the segments, creates the control bytes and transmit array
Action:
- The module transfers the current element of the internal transmit array to the internal transmit buffer
- The module increases InputSequenceCounter
1. Receiving (as soon as InputSequenceCounter is increased):
- The CPU must accept data from the InputMTU and append it to the end of the receive array
- The CPU must match InputSequenceAck to the InputSequenceCounter of the sequence currently being processed
Completion:
- The module monitors InputSequenceAck
→ A sequence is only considered to have been transferred successfully if it has been acknowledged via InputSequenceAck.
- Subsequent sequences may only be sent in the next bus cycle after the completion check has been carried out successfully.
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General flow chart:
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InputSyncAck = 1? InputSequenceAck > 0?

InputSyncAck = 1

(InputSequenceCounter – 
InputSequenceAck) 

AND 0x07 = 1?

MTU_Offset = 0

RemainingSegmentSize = 0?

► DataSize = InputMTU_Size – MTU_Offset

RemainingSegmentSize >
(InputMTU_Size – MTU_Offset)?

► DataSize = RemainingSegmentSize

RemainingSegmentSize = 0 AND 
(SegmentFlags AND 0x40) = 0?

InputMTU_Size = MTU_Offset?

RemainingSegmentSize = 0 AND 
(SegmentFlags AND 0x80) = 0?

► InputSequenceAck = 
InputSequenceCounter

► Mark frame as complete

InputSyncBit = 1?

Start

►
►
►

 InputSequenceAck = InputSequenceCounter
 RemainingSegmentSize = 0
 SegmentFlags = 0

►

►

►

 RemainingSegmentSize =
   MTU_Data[MTU_Offset] AND 0b0011 1111

 SegmentFlags =
   MTU_Data[MTU_Offset] AND 0b1100 0000

 MTU_Offset = MTU_Offset + 1

►
►
►

 copy segment data e.g. memcpy(xxx, ADR(MTU_Data[MTU_Offset]), DataSize)
 MTU_Offset = MTU_Offset + DataSize
 RemainingSegmentSize = RemainingSegmentSize - DataSize

Figure 9: Flow chart for the input direction
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11.8.4.7 Details

It is recommended to store transmitted messages in separate receive arrays.
After a set MessageEndBit is transferred, the subsequent segment should be added to the receive array. Then
the message is complete and can be passed on internally for further processing. A new/separate array should be
created for the next message.

Information:
When transferring with multi-segment MTUs, it's possible for several small messages to be part of one
sequence. In the program, it's important to make sure that a sufficient number of receive arrays can
be managed. The entire sequence must be accepted before it is possible to change the Acknowledge
register.

If a SequenceCounter is incremented by more than one value, then an error has occurred (this situation is very
unlikely when operating without "Forward" functionality).
In this case, the receiver stops. All additional incoming sequences are ignored until the transmission with the correct
SequenceCounter is retried. This response prevents the transmitter from receiving any more acknowledgments for
transmitted sequences. The transmitter can identify the last successfully transferred sequence from the opposite
station's SequenceAck and continue the transmission from this point.

Acknowledgments have to be checked for validity.
If the receiver has successfully accepted a sequence, it must be acknowledged. The receiver takes on the Se-
quenceCounter value sent along with the transfer and matches the SequenceAck to it. The transmitter reads the
SequenceAck and registers the successful transfer. If the transmitter acknowledges a sequence that hasn't yet
been dispatched, then the transfer needs to be interrupted and the channel resynchronized. The synchronization
bits are reset and the current/incomplete message is discarded. It needs to be resent once the channel has been
resynchronized.
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11.8.4.8 FlatStream mode register

In the input direction, the transmit array is generated automatically. This register offers two options to the user
that allow an incoming data stream to have a more compact arrangement. Once enabled, the program code for
evaluation must be adapted accordingly.

Information:
All B&R modules that offer FlatStream mode support the options "Large segments" and "Multi-segment
MTU" in the output direction. Compact transmission only needs to be explicitly allowed in the input
direction.

Bit structure:
Bit Name Information
0 MultiSegmentMTU 0 Not permitted (default; can't be configured)
1 Large segments 0 Not permitted (default; can't be configured)
2-7 Reserved

Default:
By default, both options relating to compact transfers in the input direction are disabled.

1. The module only forms segments that are at least one byte smaller than the activated MTU. Each sequence
begins with a control byte so that the data stream is clearly structured and relatively easy to evaluate.

2. Since a FlatStream message can be of any length, the last segment of the message frequently doesn't fill up
all of the MTU's space. By default, the remaining bytes during this type of transfer cycle are not used.

Bus cycle 1

Control byte with MessageEndBit = 0

Bus cycle 2 Bus cycle 3

- - -
ME1

C
ME1

C

ME0

C

ME1

C Control byte with MessageEndBit = 1

Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3

Message 1 Message 2

ME0

C

Figure 10: Message arrangement in the MTU (default)
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11.8.5 "Forward" function example on the X2X bus

The "Forward" function is a method that can be used to substantially increase the FlatStream data rate. The basic
principle is also used in other technical areas such as "pipelining" for microprocessors.

11.8.5.1 How it works

Communication on the X2X bus cycles through five different steps to transfer a FlatStream sequence. A successful
sequence transfer therefore requires at least five bus cycles.

Step I Step II Step III Step IV Step V
Actions Transfer sequence from

transmit array,
increase Sequence-
Counter

Cyclic matching of MTU and
module buffer

Append sequence
toreceive array,
adjust SequenceAck

Cyclic matching
of MTU and module buffer

Check SequenceAck

Resource Transmitter
(task for sending)

Bus system
(direction 1)

Receiver
(task for receiving)

Bus system
(direction 2)

Transmitter
(task for Ack checking)

Bus cycle 1 Bus cycle 2 Bus cycle 3 Bus cycle 4 Bus cycle 5 Bus cycle 6 Bus cycle 7 Bus cycle 8 Bus cycle 9 Bus cycle 10

Step I Step III Step IV Step VStep IISequence 1
Step I Step III Step IV Step VStep II

...
Sequence 2
Sequence 3

Time

Bus cycle 1 Bus cycle 2 Bus cycle 3 Bus cycle 4 Bus cycle 5 Bus cycle 6 Bus cycle 7 Bus cycle 8 Bus cycle 9 Bus cycle 10

Step I Step III Step IV Step VStep IISequence 1
Step I Step III Step IV Step VStep IISequence 2

Sequence 3 Step I Step III Step IV Step VStep II

Time

Figure 11: Transfer comparison without/with "Forward"

Each of the five steps (tasks) requires different resources. If the Forward function is not used, the sequences are
executed one after the other. Each resource is then only active if it is needed for the current sub-action.
With Forward, a resource that has executed its task can already be working on the next message. The condition
for enabling the MTU has been changed to allow for this. Now the sequences are passed to the MTU based on
timing. The transmitting station no longer waits for an acknowledgment from SequenceAck, which means that the
given bandwidth can be used much more efficiently.
In the most ideal situation, all resources are working during each bus cycle. The receiver still has to acknowledge
every sequence received. Only when SequenceAck has been changed and checked by the transmitter is the
sequence considered as having been transferred successfully.
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11.8.5.2 Configuration (defined by module)

The Forward function only has to be enabled for the input direction. Two additional configuration registers are
available for doing so. FlatStream modules have been optimized in such a way that they support this function. In
the output direction, the Forward function can be used as soon as the size of the OutputMTU is specified.

Forward:
The "Forward" register specifies how many unacknowledged sequences the module is allowed to send.
Data type Values
USINT default: 7 (can't be configured)

In the program, it is important to make sure that the CPU is processing all of the incoming InputSequences and
InputMTUs.

11.8.5.3 Sending and receiving with Forward

The basic algorithm for transmitting and receiving data remains the same. With the Forward function, up to seven
unacknowledged sequences can be transferred. Sequences can be transmitted without having to wait for the
previous message to be acknowledged. Since the waiting time between writing and response is eliminated, a
considerable amount of additional data can be transferred in the same time window.

Algorithm for transmitting:
Cyclic status query:
- Module monitors OutputSequenceCounter
0. Cyclic checks:
- The CPU must check OutputSyncAck
→ If OutputSyncAck = 0: reset OutputSyncBit and resynchronize channel
- The CPU must check whether OutputMTU enabled
→ If OutputSequenceCounter > OutputSequenceAck + 7, then not enabled since last sequence not yet acknowledged
1. Preparation (create transmit array):
- The CPU must split up message into valid segments and create the necessary control bytes
- The CPU must add the segments and control bytes to the transmit array
2. Transmit:
- The CPU must transfer the current part of the transmit array to the OutputMTU
- The CPU must increase OutputSequenceCounter for the sequence to be accepted by the module
- The CPU can then transmit in the next bus cycle if the MTU has been enabled
The module respondssince OutputSequenceCounter > OutputSequenceAck:
- The module accepts data from the internal receive buffer and appends it to the end of the internal receive array
- Module acknowledged; current received value of OutputSequenceCounter transferred to OutputSequenceAck
- The module polls the status once more
3. Completion (acknowledgment):
- The CPU must cyclically check OutputSequenceAck 
→ A sequence is only considered to have been transferred successfully if it has been acknowledged via OutputSequenceAck. In order to detect potential trans-
fer errors in the last sequence as well, it's important to make sure that the algorithm is run through long enough.
Note:
To monitor communication times exactly, the task cycles that have passed since the last increase of the OutputSequenceCounter should be counted. In this
way, the number of previous bus cycles necessary for the transfer can be measured. If the monitoring counter exceeds a predefined threshold, then the se-
quence can be considered lost (the relationship of bus to task cycle can be influenced by the user so that the threshold value needs to be determined individual-
ly).

Algorithm for receiving:
0. Cyclic status query:
- The CPU must monitor InputSequenceCounter
Cyclic checks:
- The module checks InputSyncAck
- The module checks InputMTU for enabling
→Enabling criteria: InputSequenceCounter > InputSequenceAck + Forward
Preparation:
- The module forms the control bytes / segments and creates the transmit array
Action:
- The module transfers the current part of the transmit array to the receive buffer
- The module increases the InputSequenceCounter
- The module waits on a new bus cycle after the ForwardDelay time has passed
- The module repeats the action if InputMTU is enabled
1. Receiving (InputSequenceCounter > InputSequenceAck):
- The CPU must accept data from the InputMTU and append it to the end of the receive array
- The CPU must match InputSequenceAck to the InputSequenceCounter of the sequence currently being processed
Completion:
- The module monitors InputSequenceAck
→ A sequence is only considered to have been transferred successfully if it has been acknowledged via InputSequenceAck.
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Details/Background:
1. Illegal SequenceCounter size (counter offset)

Error situation: MTU not enabled
If the difference between SequenceCounter and SequenceAck is larger than allowed during transmission,
then a transfer error has occurred. In this case, all unacknowledged sequences must be repeated with the
old SequenceCounter value.

2. Checking an acknowledgment
After an acknowledgment has been received, a check must verify whether the acknowledged sequence was
sent and hitherto unacknowledged. If a sequence has been acknowledged more than once, then a fatal error
has occurred. The channel must be closed and resynchronized (same behavior as without Forward).

Information:
In exceptional cases, the module can increment OutputSequenceAck by more than 1 when using
Forward.
This is not an error. The CPU is permitted to consider all sequences up to the one being acknowl-
edged as having been transferred successfully.

3. Transmit and receive arrays
The Forward function has no effect on the structure of the transmit and receive arrays. They are created and
must be evaluated in the same way.
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11.8.5.4 Errors when using Forward

In industrial environments, it's often the case that many different devices from various manufacturers are being
used side by side. The electrical and/or electromagnetic properties of these technical devices can sometimes cause
them to interfere with one another. These kinds of situations can be reproduced and protected against in laboratory
conditions only to a certain point.

Precautions have been taken for X2X bus transfers if this type of interference occurs. For example, if an invalid
checksum occurs, the I/O system will ignore the data from this bus cycle and the receiver receives the last valid
data once more. With conventional (cyclic) data points, this error can often just be ignored. In the following cycle,
the same data point is again retrieved, adjusted and transferred.

Using the "Forward" function with FlatStream communication makes this situation more complex. The receiver
receives the old data again in this situation as well, i.e. the previous values for SequenceAck/SequenceCounter
and the old MTU.

Loss of acknowledgment (SequenceAck):
If a SequenceAck value is lost, then the MTU was already transferred properly. For this reason, the receiver is per-
mitted to continue processing with the next sequence. The SequenceAck is aligned with the associated Sequence-
Counter and sent back to the transmitter. The check of incoming acknowledgments shows that all sequences up
to the last one acknowledged have been transferred successfully (see image: Sequence 1, 2).

Loss of transmission (SequenceCounter, MTU):
If a bus cycle drops out and the SequenceCounter value and/or filled MTU are lost, then no data reaches the
receiver. At this point, the transfer routine is not yet affected by the error. The time-controlled MTU is released
again and can be rewritten to. The receiver receives SequenceCounter values that have been incremented several
times. For the receive array to be put together correctly, the receiver is only allowed to process transmissions
whose SequenceCounter has been increased by one. The incoming sequences must be ignored, i.e. the receiver
stops and doesn't send back any more acknowledgments. If the maximum number of unacknowledged sequences
has been sent and no acknowledgments are returned, the transmitter must repeat the affected SequenceCounter
and associated MTUs (see image: Sequence 3, 4).

Bus Cycle 1 Bus Cycle 2 Bus Cycle 3 Bus Cycle 4 Bus Cycle 5 Bus Cycle 6 Bus Cycle 7 Bus Cycle 8 Bus Cycle 9 Bus Cycle 10

Step I Step III Step IV Step VStep IISequence 1

Step I Step III Step IV Step VStep IISequence 2

Sequence 3 Step I Step III Step IV Step VStep II

Time

Bus Cycle 1 Bus Cycle 2 Bus Cycle 3 Bus Cycle 5 Bus Cycle 6 Bus Cycle 7 Bus Cycle 8 Bus Cycle 9 Bus Cycle 10

Step I Step IIIStep IISequence 1

Step I Step III Step IV Step VStep IISequence 2

Sequence 3 Step I

Time

Step I Step IIIStep II

Sequence 4 Step I Step III Step IV Step VStep II

Step I Step II Step I Step IISequence 4

EMC

Figure 12: Effect of a lost bus cycle

Loss of acknowledgment:
In Sequence 1, the acknowledgment is lost due to disturbance. Sequences 1 and 2 are therefore acknowledged
in Step V of Sequence 2.

Loss of transmission:
In Sequence 3, the entire transmission is lost due to disturbance. The receiver stops and doesn't send back any
more acknowledgments.
The sending station continues transmitting until it has issued the maximum allowed number of unacknowledged
transmissions.
Five bus cycles later at the earliest (depending on the configuration), it begins resending the unsuccessfully sent
transmissions.
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11.9 Transferring parameters via FlatStream

11.9.1 General information

For information on FlatStream functionality, see the chapter "FlatStream communication".

The FlatStream for parameter transfer is only available with the "Standard" and "Slow master" function models.

Every 300 ms, the module automatically transfers the parameters it calculates via the parameter FlatStream, but
only if the previous transfer is already complete. Therefore, to avoid losing measurement data, a maximum X2X
cycle time of 10 ms is recommended. Also keep in mind that the module refreshes the data points of the parameter
FlatStream every X2X cycle. Once the transmission is complete, the parameters from the stream need to be
reassembled in the PLC.

Automation Runtime handles the FlatStream communication for parameter transfer in the "Standard" function mod-
el. The user is automatically provided with all parameters, which come properly scaled. (only the task cycle needs
to be checked). This is why the data points for the Flatstream parameters do not appear in the I/O mapping in
the "Standard" function model.

11.9.2 Registers for the parameter FlatStream

The following registers are needed to transfer the parameters:

ParameterInputSequence01
ParameterRxByte01-13
ParameterOutputSequence01

This results in an InputMTU of 13 bytes and an OutputMTU of 0 bytes for the parameter FlatStream.

11.9.3 Structure of the parameter stream

Each parameter transferred in the stream from the module has a length of 3 bytes (see "Parameter format" chapter
for the exact format) with the high byte first. The stream is a total of 240 bytes long. First, all parameters from
Channel 1 are transferred, then those from Channel 2, 3 and 4. Then come the 32 frequency bands.

When the parameters RmsVelRaw, RmsVelEnvelope and the frequency bands are set to velocity, they are on-
ly transferred if the EnableVelocityCalculation bit (configured in the SensorConfig01 register) for the respective
channel is set, otherwise 0 is output.

Byte offset in the stream
Channel 1 Channel 2 Channel 3 Channel 4

Parameters

Channel's parameters
0 36 72 108 RmsAccRaw
3 39 75 111 RmsVelRaw
6 42 78 114 RmsAccEnvelope
9 45 81 117 RmsVelEnvelope

12 48 84 120 PeakHighFrequency
15 51 87 123 RmsHighFrequency
18 54 90 126 ISO10816
21 57 93 129 CrestFactorRaw
24 60 96 132 KurtosisRaw
27 63 99 135 PeakRaw
30 66 102 138 SkewnessRaw
33 69 105 141 RmsRaw

Frequency band 1 - 32
144 FrequencyBand01

: :
237 FrequencyBand32
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11.10 Uploading buffers via FlatStream

11.10.1 General information

For information on FlatStream functionality, see the chapter "FlatStream communication".

The FlatStream for buffer upload is only available with the "Standard" and "Slow master" function models.

Upon request (buffer FlatStream in Tx direction), the module's raw data buffers (raw signal and FFT) can be trans-
ferred via the buffer FlatStream (Rx direction). However, this is only possible if the buffers are first locked on the
module (RequestBufferLock01 = 1 and BufferLockValid01 = 1). Keep in mind that the module refreshes the data
points of the buffer FlatStream every X2X cycle. Once the transmission is complete, the buffer from the stream
needs to be reassembled in the PLC.

11.10.2 Registers for the buffer FlatStream

The following registers are needed to upload the buffers:

BufferInputSequence01
BufferRxByte01-05
BufferOutputSequence01
BufferTxByte01-04

This results in an InputMTU of 5 bytes and an OutputMTU of 4 bytes for the buffer FlatStream.
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11.10.3 Buffer upload procedure

Before a buffer can be uploaded from the X20CM4810 it must first be locked on the module. This can be done
by setting RequestBufferLock01 = 1. The upload can only begin once the buffers have been locked by setting
BufferLockValid01 = 1. If a FFT buffer is being uploaded, it is important to check the asynchronous parameters
CorrFFTRaw01-04 and CorrEnvelope01-04.

If a velocity buffer is being uploaded, it only contains values if the EnableVelocityCalculation bit (configured in the
SensorConfig01 register) is set for the respective channel, otherwise 0 is output.

First, a buffer needs to be requested from the module via the buffer FlatStream (Tx direction):

The value 0x83 is written to BufferTxByte01 (frame end and 3 bytes valid), the module to be uploaded from the
module is specified in BufferTxByte02, and the number of values to be read is specified in BufferTxByte03 and
BufferTxByte04 (4 bytes per value). The high byte must be in BufferTxByte03 and the low byte must be in Buffer-
TxByte04. Subsequently the sequence is increased by 1. Once the module has confirmed the sequence it is im-
portant to set the number of valid bytes to 0 in BufferTxByte, since the module would otherwise interpret this as a
new request. The module can temporarily store up to 2 consecutive requests.

As soon as the module receives the request, it begins streaming the requested number of values from the specified
buffer via the buffer FlatStream (Rx direction). The values are always transferred in fixed data point format 16.16
(1/65536) with the high byte first. A scaling factor is always transferred first. All other values are then multiplied
by this factor. With time signal buffers, the first value after the scaling factor is always the oldest one. With FFT
buffers the first value after the scaling factor is always 0 Hz. The FFT buffers only apply from the MinFrequency to
the MaxFrequency configured for the respective signal (raw or envelope) and the respective channel.

For the time and frequency intervals of the individual values, see the "MinFrequencyRaw01" and "MinFrequen-
cyEnvelope01" registers.

RequestBufferLock01 must be set to 1 throughout the entire upload process. Once the requested buffers have
been uploaded from the module they can be unlocked. In the module, the buffers are then once again filled with
new values. After some time has passed, they can be locked and uploaded again (see "Control01" register).

Buffer number (dec)
Chan-
nel 1

Chan-
nel 2

Chan-
nel 3

Chan-
nel 4

Buffer Max. values, 4 bytes each

9 11 13 15 Raw signal
(filtered to MaxFrequencyRaw01) 8193

25 27 29 31 Envelope signal
(filtered to MaxFrequencyEnvelope01) 8193

66 70 74 78 FFT amplitude spectrum raw velocity signal
(filtered to MaxFrequencyRaw01) 4097

67 71 75 79 FFT amplitude spectrum raw acceleration signal
(filtered to MaxFrequencyRaw01) 4097

82 86 90 94 FFT amplitude spectrum enveloped velocity signal
(filtered to MaxFrequencyRaw01) 4097

83 87 91 95 FFT amplitude spectrum enveloped acceleration signal
(filtered to MaxFrequencyRaw01) 4097
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11.11 Module registers - General

11.11.1 Control01

General control register for the X20CM4810
Bit Description
15 - 2 Reserved = 0
1 MinMaxUpdate01 (asynchronous min. and max. values refreshed at each edge)
0 RequestBufferLock01 or RequestDataLock01 (0 = don't lock data, 1 = lock data)

Table 15: Control01

RequestBufferLock01 or RequestDataLock01:
Function model "Standard" and "Fast master":
RequestBufferLock01 can be used to lock all buffers and parameters on the X20CM4810 module. When the
bit is set to 1, all buffers (raw data and FFT) are locked starting at the beginning of the next measurement.
Before a buffer can be uploaded, all data on the X20CM4810 must be locked.
The parameters associated with the locked buffers are transferred in the Flatstream parameter as soon as
BufferLockValid01 = 1.

Information:
Because the measurement is universal, the parameters associated with the buffers are only
transferred one time.

"Slow master" and "CANIOBusController" function models:
RequestDataLock01 can be used to lock all parameters on the X20CM4810 module. When the bit is set
to 1, then a consistent version of all measurement values is retained until the next measurement. Once all
data on the module has been locked, a consistent version of all the calculated parameters can be read from
the module.

Data on the X20CM4810 is only locked once the DataLockValid01 bit has been set in the status register
(Status01).
Once the data has been uploaded, the RequestBufferLock01 or RequestDataLock01 bit can be reset to 0.
Once BufferLockValid01 or DataLockValid01 in the status register (Status01) are back to 0, the data on the
module is no longer locked.
The module doesn't permit another lock until the channel's buffer has been filled with the maximum buffer
length. The buffer length depends on MaxFrequencyRaw01 and MaxFrequencyEnvelope01.

MinMaxUpdate01:
An edge on MinMaxUpdate01 refreshes all the asynchronous minimum and maximum values and a new
cycle is started internally for generating the minimum and maximum values, which are copied to the acyclic
register with the next edge. Once an edge has been reached, the current minimum and maximum values can
be read asynchronously in the next X2X cycle. The MinMaxCounter01 register defines how many measure-
ment cycles are evaluated to form the minimum/maximum values. The minimum/maximum values them-
selves are only valid when the counter has a value other than 0.
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11.11.2 Status01

General status register for the X20CM4810
Bit Description
15 - 13 Reserved = X
12 AnalogInputToggleBit04 toggles with each new calculation and each new input value for AnalogInput04
11 AnalogInputToggleBit03 toggles with each new calculation and each new input value of AnalogInput03
10 AnalogInputToggleBit02 toggles with each new calculation and each new input value of AnalogInput02
9 AnalogInputToggleBit01 toggles with each new calculation and each new input value of AnalogInput01
8 Overflow04 indicates an overflow of one or more parameters calculated on channel 4 (1 = overflow).
7 Overflow03 indicates an overflow of one or more parameters calculated on channel 3 (1 = overflow).
6 Overflow02 indicates an overflow of one or more parameters calculated on channel 2 (1 = overflow).
5 Overflow01 indicates an overflow of one or more parameters calculated on channel 1 (1 = overflow).
4 BufferLockValid01 and DataLockValid01 confirm RequestBufferLock01 and RequestDataLock01 (1 = data locked, consistent and valid)
3 BrokenWire04 indicates a broken wire on channel 4 (1 = Broken wire)
2 BrokenWire03 indicates a broken wire on channel 3 (1 = Broken wire)
1 BrokenWire02 indicates a broken wire on channel 2 (1 = Broken wire)
0 BrokenWire01 indicates a broken wire on channel 1 (1 = Broken wire)

Table 16: Status01

11.11.3 SensorConfig01

This register can be used to activate or deactivate the IEPE sensor supply for the individual channels.
Bit Description

"Fast master" function model: must always be set to 115
"Slow master" and "CANIOBusController" function models: must always be set to 0

14 - 12 Reserved = 0
11 EnableVelocityCalculation Channel 4
10 EnableVelocityCalculation Channel 3
9 EnableVelocityCalculation Channel 2
8 EnableVelocityCalculation Channel 1
7 - 4 Reserved = 0
3 IEPE supply for channel 4 (0 = Off, 1 = On)
2 IEPE supply for channel 3 (0 = Off, 1 = On)
1 IEPE supply for channel 2 (0 = Off, 1 = On)
0 IEPE supply for channel 1 (0 = Off, 1 = On)

Table 17: SensorConfig01

EnableVelocityCalculation:
This bit enables calculation of all parameters calculated on the velocity spectrum (1 = calculation enabled).
If the calculation is not enabled, 0 is output for all parameters calculated on the velocity spectrum.
To maximize the precision of the parameters based on the acceleration spectrum, it is recommended to only
enable this bit if the velocity signals are absolutely required.

11.11.4 SensorConfig01Read

Register for reading back the current SensorConfig01 configuration.

11.11.5 HighFrequencyConfig01

This register is used to configure the high pass for the envelope signal and the high frequency parameters
(PeakHighFrequency and RmsHighFrequency) for the entire module.
Bit Description
15 - 4 Reserved = 0
3 - 0 High pass configuration for the entire module

Value Meaning
15 - 3 Invalid
2 500 Hz
1 1000 Hz
0 2000 Hz

Table 18: HighFrequencyConfig01
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11.11.6 HighFrequencyConfig01Read

This register is used to read back the high pass configuration for the envelope curve and high frequency parameters
(PeakHighFrequency and RmsHighFrequency) from the module.

11.11.7 MaxFrequencyRaw01

Adjusting this value configures the maximum frequency of the channel. Reducing the maximum frequency allows
the frequency resolution in the spectrum to be increased.
Bit Description
15 - 12 Maximum frequency for channel 4

Value Meaning
15 - 6 Invalid
5 200 Hz
4 500 Hz
3 1000 Hz
2 2000 Hz
1 5000 Hz
0 10000 Hz

11 - 8 Maximum frequency for channel 3

Value Meaning
15 - 6 Invalid
5 200 Hz
4 500 Hz
3 1000 Hz
2 2000 Hz
1 5000 Hz
0 10000 Hz

7 - 4 Maximum frequency for channel 2

Value Meaning
15 - 6 Invalid
5 200 Hz
4 500 Hz
3 1000 Hz
2 2000 Hz
1 5000 Hz
0 10000 Hz

3 - 0 Maximum frequency for channel 1

Value Meaning
15 - 6 Invalid
5 200 Hz
4 500 Hz
3 1000 Hz
2 2000 Hz
1 5000 Hz
0 10000 Hz

Table 19: MaxFrequencyRaw01

Maximum frequency Sample frequency Buffer size Frequency resolution in the frequency spectrum
10000 Hz 25781 Hz 03178 s 3.1471 Hz
5000 Hz 12891 Hz 06355 s 1.5736 Hz
2000 Hz 5156 Hz 15888 s 0.6294 Hz
1000 Hz 2578 Hz 31775 s 0.3147 Hz
500 Hz 1289 Hz 63550 s 0.1574 Hz
200 Hz 516 Hz 158875 s 0.0629 Hz

Table 20: Overview of the maximum frequency of the raw signal

11.11.8 MaxFrequencyRaw01Read

This register is used to read back the configured maximum frequency for the raw signal of individual channels.
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11.11.9 MinFrequencyRaw01

This register is used to configure the lowest frequency of the raw signal pending evaluation on each channel.

It only needs to be set for channels whose EnableVelocityCalculation bit (configured in the SensorConfig01 register)
has been set. Otherwise the following minimum values, based on the maximum frequency, (MaxFrequencyRaw)
are used:
Maximum frequency Frequency resolution in the frequency spectrum Minimum frequency
10000 Hz 3.1471 Hz 9.441 Hz
5000 Hz 1.5736 Hz 4.720 Hz
2000 Hz 0.6294 Hz 1.888 Hz
1000 Hz 0.3147 Hz 0.944 Hz
500 Hz 0.1574 Hz 0.472 Hz
200 Hz 0.0629 Hz 0.188 Hz

Table 21: Minimum MinFrequencyRaw based on MaxFrequencyRaw

If the EnableVelocityCalculation bit (configured in the SensorConfig01 register) is set for the respective channel,
the following configuration applies:
Bit Description
15 - 12 Minimum frequency for channel 4

Value Meaning
15 - 5 Invalid
4 0.5 Hz
3 1 Hz
2 2 Hz
1 5 Hz
0 10 Hz

11 - 8 Minimum frequency for channel 3

Value Meaning
15 - 5 Invalid
4 0.5 Hz
3 1 Hz
2 2 Hz
1 5 Hz
0 10 Hz

7 - 4 Minimum frequency for channel 2

Value Meaning
15 - 5 Invalid
4 0.5 Hz
3 1 Hz
2 2 Hz
1 5 Hz
0 10 Hz

3 - 0 Minimum frequency for channel 1

Value Meaning
15 - 5 Invalid
4 0.5 Hz
3 1 Hz
2 2 Hz
1 5 Hz
0 10 Hz

Table 22: MinFrequencyRaw01

Information:
If a channel's minimum frequency is set lower than the minimum frequency, then it is limited to this.
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11.11.10 MinFrequencyRaw01Read

This register is used to read back the lowest, still-to-be-evaluated frequency of the raw signal of individual channels.
Bit Description
15 - 12 Minimum frequency for channel 4

Value Meaning
15 Limited to minimum frequency
14 - 5 Invalid
4 0.5 Hz
3 1 Hz
2 2 Hz
1 5 Hz
0 10 Hz

11 - 8 Minimum frequency for channel 3

Value Meaning
15 Limited to minimum frequency
14 - 5 Invalid
4 0.5 Hz
3 1 Hz
2 2 Hz
1 5 Hz
0 10 Hz

7 - 4 Minimum frequency for channel 2

Value Meaning
15 Limited to minimum frequency
14 - 5 Invalid
4 0.5 Hz
3 1 Hz
2 2 Hz
1 5 Hz
0 10 Hz

3 - 0 Minimum frequency for channel 1

Value Meaning
15 Limited to minimum frequency
14 - 5 Invalid
4 0.5 Hz
3 1 Hz
2 2 Hz
1 5 Hz
0 10 Hz

Table 23: MinFrequencyRaw01
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11.11.11 MaxFrequencyEnvelope01

Adjusting this value configures the maximum frequency of the channel. Reducing the maximum frequency allows
the frequency resolution in the spectrum to be increased.
Bit Description
15 - 12 Maximum frequency for channel 4

Value Meaning
15 - 4 Invalid
3 200 Hz
2 500 Hz
1 1000 Hz
0 2000 Hz

11 - 8 Maximum frequency for channel 3

Value Meaning
15 - 4 Invalid
3 200 Hz
2 500 Hz
1 1000 Hz
0 2000 Hz

7 - 4 Maximum frequency for channel 2

Value Meaning
15 - 4 Invalid
3 200 Hz
2 500 Hz
1 1000 Hz
0 2000 Hz

3 - 0 Maximum frequency for channel 1

Value Meaning
15 - 4 Invalid
3 200 Hz
2 500 Hz
1 1000 Hz
0 2000 Hz

Table 24: MaxFrequencyEnvelope01

Maximum frequency Sample frequency Buffer size Frequency resolution in the frequency spectrum
2000 Hz 5156 Hz 15888 s 0.6294 Hz
1000 Hz 2578 Hz 31775 s 0.3147 Hz
500 Hz 1289 Hz 63550 s 0.1574 Hz
200 Hz 516 Hz 158875 s 0.0629 Hz

Table 25: Overview of the maximum frequency of the envelope signal

11.11.12 MaxFrequencyEnvelope01Read

This register is used to read back the configured maximum frequency for the envelope signal of individual channels.

11.11.13 MinFrequencyEnvelope01

This register is used to configure the lowest, still-to-be-evaluated frequency of the envelope signal of individual
channels.

It only needs to be set for channels whose EnableVelocityCalculation bit (configured in the SensorConfig01 reg-
ister) has been set. Otherwise the following minimum values, based on the maximum frequency, (MaxFrequen-
cyEnvelope) are used:
Maximum frequency Frequency resolution in the frequency spectrum Minimum frequency
2000 Hz 0.6294 Hz 1.888 Hz
1000 Hz 0.3147 Hz 0.944 Hz
500 Hz 0.1574 Hz 0.472 Hz
200 Hz 0.0629 Hz 0.188 Hz

Table 26: Minimum MinFrequencyEnvelope based on MaxFrequencyEnvelope
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If the EnableVelocityCalculation bit (configured in the SensorConfig01 register) is set for the respective channel,
the following configuration applies:
Bit Description
15 - 12 Minimum frequency for channel 4

Value Meaning
15 - 5 Invalid
4 0.5 Hz
3 1 Hz
2 2 Hz
1 5 Hz
0 10 Hz

11 - 8 Minimum frequency for channel 3

Value Meaning
15 - 5 Invalid
4 0.5 Hz
3 1 Hz
2 2 Hz
1 5 Hz
0 10 Hz

7 - 4 Minimum frequency for channel 2

Value Meaning
15 - 5 Invalid
4 0.5 Hz
3 1 Hz
2 2 Hz
1 5 Hz
0 10 Hz

3 - 0 Minimum frequency for channel 1

Value Meaning
15 - 5 Invalid
4 0.5 Hz
3 1 Hz
2 2 Hz
1 5 Hz
0 10 Hz

Table 27: MinFrequencyEnvelope01

Information:
If a channel's minimum frequency is set lower than the minimum frequency, then it is limited to this.
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11.11.14 MinFrequencyEnvelope01Read

This register is used to read back the lowest, still-to-be-evaluated frequency of the envelope signal of individual
channels.
Bit Description
15 - 12 Minimum frequency for channel 4

Value Meaning
15 Limited to minimum frequency
14 - 5 Invalid
4 0.5 Hz
3 1 Hz
2 2 Hz
1 5 Hz
0 10 Hz

11 - 8 Minimum frequency for channel 3

Value Meaning
15 Limited to minimum frequency
14 - 5 Invalid
4 0.5 Hz
3 1 Hz
2 2 Hz
1 5 Hz
0 10 Hz

7 - 4 Minimum frequency for channel 2

Value Meaning
15 Limited to minimum frequency
14 - 5 Invalid
4 0.5 Hz
3 1 Hz
2 2 Hz
1 5 Hz
0 10 Hz

3 - 0 Minimum frequency for channel 1

Value Meaning
15 Limited to minimum frequency
14 - 5 Invalid
4 0.5 Hz
3 1 Hz
2 2 Hz
1 5 Hz
0 10 Hz

Table 28: MinFrequencyRaw01

11.11.15 AutogainDelay01

This register can be used to configure the delay for the auto-gain; it applies for all 4 channels. In order to calculate
the smaller signals accurately, auto-gain only increases by one step if an overflow does not occur during the number
of measurement cycles configured in the respective register and all conditions for the next step have been met. If
an overflow does occur, then auto-gain is reduced immediately by one step.

The unit for delaying auto-gain is specified in measurement cycles (300 ms). Only values from 1 - 200 are valid.

11.11.16 AutogainDelay01Read

Register for reading back the current AutogainDelay01 configuration.
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11.11.17 AnalogInput function

11.11.17.1 General information

The 4 acceleration sensor inputs on the X20CM4810 can also be used directly as an analog input with various
special functions (AnalogInput01-04).

In a configuration, the resolution of the analog input can be set (AnalogInputScale01). The lower the maximum
value, the higher the resolution of the data point and vice versa. When the maximum value is exceeded, the data
point is limited to the respective maximum (positive or negative).

A toggle bit (AnalogInputToggleBit01-04) signals when a new value has been transferred.

The following functions are available:
• Normal AnalogInput function
• Parameter calculation in continuous mode with enable (continuous mode)
• Parameter calculation in trigger mode (single shot)

11.11.17.2 Normal AnalogInput function

The last 8 measured values before the X2X cycle are always averaged and transferred on the bus. Here, the direct
input signal (raw signal max. 10 kHz) with a sampling frequency of 25.781 kHz is always used.

11.11.17.3 Parameter calculation in AnalogInput

It is possible to allow the following parameters to be shown directly in AnalogInput (also take the configured scaling
into consideration here):

• Average
• Peak value (absolute)
• RMS
• Crest factor

There are 2 signals available to calculate the configured parameters:

• Input signal directly (raw signal filtered to 10 kHz) with a sampling frequency of 25.781 kHz and without
calculating the average.

• Raw signal filtered to the maximum frequency (MaxFrequencyRaw01) with a sampling frequency depend-
ing on the configuration of MaxFrequencyRaw01 and with calculation of the average value for the last 8192
samples.

The register (SamplesAnalogInput01-04) can be used to set how many values (samples) should be used to cal-
culate the respective parameter. The time between 2 samples depends on the maximum frequency (see register
description "SamplesAnalogInput01-04").

2 modes are available:

• Continuous mode with enabled (continuous mode)
• Trigger mode (single shot)

Continuous mode with enabled (continuous mode)

This mode offers the following advantages:

• When the parameters are configured correctly, nothing can be overlooked
• Using the enable, this can be started after an event or events can be hidden.
• The toggle bit toggles with every new value.

The following must be taken into consideration for the configuration:

• In order to be able to guarantee seamless measurement, the sample time (number of samples * sample
rate) must be longer than the X2X cycle (see register "SamplesAnalogInput01-04").

• If a shorter sample time than the X2X cycle is configured, then the last complete measurement is always
transferred. (Warning: Values are lost here. The measured values cannot be transferred on the bus because
multiple values are calculated per X2X cycle.)
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Trigger mode (single shot)

This mode offers the following advantages:

• Only one measurement is taken at a time.
• The trigger is edge sensitive, so it can be retriggered in each X2X cycle.
• The toggle bit toggles with every new value.

The following must be taken into consideration for the configuration:

• A new trigger that arrives during an active measurement is ignored. However, because of the runtime on
the bus, a new trigger can occur before the toggle bit has changed (but this requires good timing)

• If a shorter sample time than the X2X cycle is configured, then the first complete measurement is always
transferred.

• In trigger mode, values are lost because the measurement values are recorded asynchronous to the X2X
bus and cannot be continually synchronized.

• The trigger results in temporary synchronization to the X2X bus.

11.11.17.4 AnalogInput01-04

Depending on the configuration, this data point contains the current input value of the corresponding input (the
average of the last 8 samples) or the parameter configured to be calculated using the specified number of samples.

The value in the data point is scaled according to the AnalogInputScale01 configuration.

If scaling the value takes it out of the permitted value range for an INT, then it will be limited to the minimum or
maximum of an INT. The overflow bit for the corresponding channel is not set in this case.

Information:
in the "Standard" function model, Automation Runtime automatically scales the analog input to mg or
non-dimensional (CREST factor) while taking SensitivitySensor and AnalogInputScale into account. If
the AnalogInput value (without sensor scaling) exceeds the value range of AnalogInputScale (based
on 100 mV/g), then the corresponding AnalogInputOverflow bit is set.

11.11.17.5 AnalogInputControlByte01

Control register for AnalogInput01-04. Only functional if the corresponding SamplesAnalogInput01-04 configuration
register is greater than 0.

The AnalogInputConfig01 setting for each channel determines whether the respective bit is an enable or a trigger
bit.
Bit Description
15 - 4 Reserved = 0
3 AnalogInputControl04 for the parameter calculation for AnalogInput04
2 AnalogInputControl03 for the parameter calculation for AnalogInput03
1 AnalogInputControl02 for the parameter calculation for AnalogInput02
0 AnalogInputControl01 for the parameter calculation for AnalogInput01

Table 29: AnalogInputControlByte01

AnalogInputControl01-04 in continuous mode:
Bit to start the continuous parameter calculation for AnalogInput01-04. (0 = parameter calculation off, 1 =
continuous calculation)
If this bit = 1, the parameter configured in AnalogInputConfig01 begins being calculated continuously over
the number of samples configured in SamplesAnalogInput01-04 for the respective channel. The calculated
value is registered in AnalogInput01-04 with the scaling configured in AnalogInputScale01 for the respective
channel. The value of AnalogInputToggleBit01-04 changes each time a new calculation takes place.

AnalogInputControl01-04 in single shot mode:
Bit to start a new parameter calculation for AnalogInput01-04. (each edge starts a new calculation as long
as the previous one is already completed)
If the value of this bit changes, the parameter configured in AnalogInputConfig01 begins being calculated
over the number of samples configured in SamplesAnalogInput01-04 for the respective channel. The cal-
culated value is registered in AnalogInput01-04 with the scaling configured in AnalogInputScale01 for the
respective channel. The value of AnalogInputToggleBit01-04 changes each time a new calculation takes
place.
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11.11.17.6 AnalogInputScale01

This register can be used to specify the scaling of the 4 analog inputs (AnalogInput01-04). If the actual value is
greater than that displayed in the register according to the configuration, then the respective register for the analog
input (AnalogInput01-04) is limited to the positive maximum value (32767).

This configuration can be used to adjust the resolution of the AnalogInput01-04 data points.

For example, if ±128 is configured for AnalogInput04, then the 16 bits represent a value range of ±128 g (or without
units if the crest factor has been calculated).

Information:
The configured scaling value is always based on a 100 mV/g sensor. Any sensor that has a different
sensor resolution would have to be taken into account.

Bit Description
15 - 12 Scaling for AnalogInput04

Value Meaning
15 - 9 Invalid
8 ±128
7 ±64
6 ±32
5 ±16
4 ±8
3 ±4
2 ±2
1 ±1
0 Invalid

11 - 8 Scaling for AnalogInput03

Value Meaning
15 - 9 Invalid
8 ±128
7 ±64
6 ±32
5 ±16
4 ±8
3 ±4
2 ±2
1 ±1
0 Invalid

7 - 4 Scaling for AnalogInput02

Value Meaning
15 - 9 Invalid
8 ±128
7 ±64
6 ±32
5 ±16
4 ±8
3 ±4
2 ±2
1 ±1
0 Invalid

Table 30: AnalogInputScale01
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Bit Description
3 - 0 Scaling for AnalogInput01

Value Meaning
15 - 9 Invalid
8 ±128
7 ±64
6 ±32
5 ±16
4 ±8
3 ±4
2 ±2
1 ±1
0 Invalid

Table 30: AnalogInputScale01

11.11.17.7 AnalogInputScale01Read

This register can be used to read back the scaling being used for the analog inputs (AnalogInput01-04).

11.11.17.8 SamplesAnalogInput01-04

The AnalogInput01-04 data points normally return the current input value of the analog input. This is only the case,
however, as long as the corresponding SamplesAnalogInput register is equal to 0. If the SamplesAnalogInput
register > 0, then the parameter configured in AnalogInputConfig01 for the respective channel is calculated using
the number of samples configured with this register and displayed in the corresponding analog input with the
configured scaling.
Value Meaning
> 8191 Invalid
8191 - 1 Parameter calculation active for the respective channel in the corresponding analog input
0 Parameter calculation not active for the respective channel in the corresponding analog input

Table 31: SamplesAnalogInput01-04

The time between 2 samples depends on MaxFrequencyRaw:
Maximum frequency Sample time

(time between 2 samples)
10000 Hz 38.79 µs
5000 Hz 77.57 µs
2000 Hz 193.94 µs
1000 Hz 387.90 µs
500 Hz 775.80 µs
200 Hz 1939.4 µs

Table 32: Overview of sample time at maximum frequency of raw signal

11.11.17.9 SamplesAnalogInput01Read - SamplesAnalogInput04Read

Register for reading back the current SamplesAnalogInput01-04 configuration
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11.11.17.10 AnalogInputConfig01

Register for configuring the parameter calculation in AnalogInput01-04. Only needed if SamplesAnalogInput01-04
for the respective channel is greater than 0.
Bit Description
15 Signal source for parameter calculation AnalogInput04

Value Meaning
1 Raw signal filtered to 10 kHz without calculating the average
0 Raw signal filtered to the maximum frequency of the raw signal with calculation of the average value for the last 8192 samples

14 Signal source for parameter calculation AnalogInput03

Value Meaning
1 Raw signal filtered to 10 kHz without calculating the average
0 Raw signal filtered to the maximum frequency of the raw signal with calculation of the average value for the last 8192 samples

13 Signal source for parameter calculation AnalogInput02

Value Meaning
1 Raw signal filtered to 10 kHz without calculating the average
0 Raw signal filtered to the maximum frequency of the raw signal with calculation of the average value for the last 8192 samples

12 Signal source for parameter calculation AnalogInput01

Value Meaning
1 Raw signal filtered to 10 kHz without calculating the average
0 Raw signal filtered to the maximum frequency of the raw signal with calculation of the average value for the last 8192 samples

11 Trigger mode for AnalogInput04 (0 = Continuous with enable, 1 = Once with trigger)
10 Trigger mode for AnalogInput03 (0 = Continuous with enable, 1 = Once with trigger)
9 Trigger mode for AnalogInput02 (0 = Continuous with enable, 1 = Once with trigger)
8 Trigger mode for AnalogInput01 (0 = Continuous with enable, 1 = Once with trigger)
7 - 6 Value to be calculated in AnalogInput04

Value Meaning
3 Crest factor
2 Effective value
1 Peak value
0 Average

5 - 4 Value to be calculated in AnalogInput03

Value Meaning
3 Crest factor
2 Effective value
1 Peak value
0 Average

3 - 2 Value to be calculated in AnalogInput02

Value Meaning
3 Crest factor
2 Effective value
1 Peak value
0 Average

1 - 0 Value to be calculated in AnalogInput01

Value Meaning
3 Crest factor
2 Effective value
1 Peak value
0 Average

Table 33: AnalogInputConfig01

11.11.17.11 AnalogInputConfig01Read

Register for reading back the current AnalogInput01 configuration
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11.11.18 Frequency bands

11.11.18.1 General information

The X20CM4810 has 32 frequency bands that can be configured as desired. Please note that the format varies
slightly depending on the configuration (see Parameter format).

The following functions are available:

• Broadband effective value (RMS)
• Speed-dependent effective value (RMS)
• Noise

11.11.18.2 Broadband RMS

In this configuration, the RMS value is calculated from the minimum frequency (FrequencyBandXXLowerFrequen-
cy) to the maximum frequency (FrequencyBandXXUpperFrequency) configured for the specified signal and chan-
nel in the frequency band. The minimum and maximum frequency can be entered here in increments of 0.25 Hz.
If frequencies below the minimum or above the maximum frequency of the signal for the selected channel are
entered, then only the areas between the minimum and maximum frequency are evaluated. 2 neighboring lines
in the spectrum that are already outside the set window (one above and one below the window) will be partially
included in the calculation (depending on their distance to the window).

Any channel for any frequency band can be selected.

The following signals can be selected for each channel:

• Raw acceleration signal
• Raw signal speed (= 0 if the speed calculation is deactivated)
• Enveloped acceleration signal
• Envelope signal speed (= 0 if the speed calculation is deactivated)

The harmonic frequencies (whole number multiples) of the window can also be included in the calculation. Here,
the width of the window is simply retained and the mean frequency of the window is multiplied (by 1, 2, 3, etc.) until
the maximum frequency of the set signal and channel is reached.

Important:

If the individual harmonic windows overlap, no portions are calculated twice. A calculation is only made from the
minimum frequency (FrequencyBandXXLowerFrequency) set for the frequency band to the maximum frequency
of the specified signal and channel.

11.11.18.3 Speed-dependent RMS

In this configuration, the RMS value is calculated in a movable window. There are 4 speed inputs available for this
(ActSpeed01-04 in 0.01 Hz increments). One of the 4 speeds can be selected for each of the 32 frequency bands.
In addition, the standardized damage frequency at 60 rpm (FrequencyBandXXDmgFreq60rpm) and a tolerance
(FrequencyBandXXTolerance) must be configured (can be configured separately for each frequency band).

The window in which the RMS is calculated is determined as follows:

Minimum frequency = (speed x standardized damage frequency at 60 rpm) – tolerance

Maximum frequency = (speed x standardized damage frequency at 60 rpm) + tolerance

The standardized damage frequency and tolerance can be entered here in increments of 0.01 Hz.

If resulting frequencies are below the minimum or above the maximum frequency of the signal for the selected
channel, then only the areas between the minimum and maximum frequency are evaluated. 2 neighboring lines
in the spectrum that are already outside the set window (one above and one below the window) will be partially
included in the calculation (depending on their distance to the window). Any channel for any frequency band can
be selected.

The following signals can be selected for each channel:

• Raw acceleration signal
• Raw signal speed (= 0 if the speed calculation is deactivated)
• Enveloped acceleration signal
• Envelope signal speed (= 0 if the speed calculation is deactivated)
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The harmonic frequencies (whole number multiples) of the window can also be included in the calculation. Here,
the width of the window is simply retained and the mean frequency of the window is multiplied (by 1, 2, 3, etc.) until
the maximum frequency of the set signal and channel is reached.

Important:

If the individual harmonic windows overlap, no portions are calculated twice. A calculation is only made from the
minimum frequency (FrequencyBandXXLowerFrequency) set for the frequency band to the maximum frequency
of the specified signal and channel.

Useful information:

• If a fixed frequency band is needed in which the minimum frequency (FrequencyBandXXLowerFrequency)
and maximum frequency (FrequencyBandXXUpperFrequency) must be set with a higher precision than
0.25 Hz, then a speed-dependent frequency band with a fixed speed can be used.

• If more than 4 different speeds are needed because of multiple gear ratios, then the conversion ratio can
also be included in the calculation for the standardized damage frequency.

11.11.18.4 Noise

In this configuration, the noise from a quadrant of the respective signal on the selected channel that is within the
frequency band is calculated.

In order to do this, the configured maximum frequency of the signal on the selected channel is divided by 4. This
results in 4 quadrants. A configuration can then be used to select one of the 4 quadrants in which the noise should
be determined.

The following signals can be selected for each channel:

• Raw acceleration signal
• Raw signal speed (= 0 if the speed calculation is deactivated)
• Enveloped acceleration signal
• Envelope signal speed (= 0 if the speed calculation is deactivated)

This configuration allows slippage to be effectively measured, for example. The higher the friction, the more noise
that is created.

11.11.18.5 ActSpeed01-04

Data point for the current speed to calculate FrequencyBands01-32 as long as they have been configured as being
speed-dependent.

The current speed must be specified in 1/100 Hz. Automation Runtime handles this in the "Standard" function
model. Therefore, the current speed can be specified in Hz.

If 4 different speed data points is not sufficient (e.g. for several different gear ratios), then the speed
ratio can also be included in calculation of the standardized damage frequency for the frequency band
(FrequencyBand01DmgFreq60rpm-FrequencyBand32DmgFreq60rpm).
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11.11.18.6 FrequencyBand01Config - FrequencyBand32Config

General configuration of individual frequency bands.

Each frequency band can be calculated on any channel and with any of the four speed data points (ActSpeed01-04).
Bit Description
15 Reserved = 0
14 - 13 Select the quadrant to calculate the noise.

Value Description
3 4. quadrant from 3/4 MaxFrequency to MaxFrequency of the respective signal (raw signal or envelope signal) on the channel
2 3. quadrant from 1/2 MaxFrequency to 3/4 MaxFrequency of the respective signal (raw signal or envelope signal) on the channel
1 2. quadrant from 1/4 MaxFrequency to 1/2 MaxFrequency of the respective signal (raw signal or envelope signal) on the channel
0 1. quadrant from MinFrequency to 1/4 MaxFrequency of the respective signal (raw signal or envelope signal) on the channel

12 Activate noise calculation instead of RMS (0 = off, 1 = on)
As soon as this is activated, the speed-dependent and harmonic settings are ignored.

11 - 8 Selects which ActSpeed data point should be used for the calculation if the frequency band is speed-dependent.

Value Description
15 - 4 Invalid
3 ActSpeed04
2 ActSpeed03
1 ActSpeed02
0 ActSpeed01

7 Include harmonic frequencies in calculation (0 = Off, 1 = On)
If enabled, all harmonic frequencies up to the maximum frequency are included in the calculation. Important: Another damage frequency could
potentially coincide with a harmonic.

6 Speed-dependent (0 = Off, 1 = On)
If enabled, the ActSpeed data point is used with the entered FrequencyBandDmgFreq60rpm and the set FrequencyBandTolerance to calculate
the frequency band.
If disabled, then FrequencyBandLowerFrequency and FrequencyBandUpperFrequency are used to calculate the frequency band.

5 - 4 Select the signal for calculating the frequency band

Value Description
3 Enveloped acceleration signal
2 Raw acceleration signal
1 Enveloped velocity signal

This is only calculated if the EnableVelocityCalculation bit (configured in the SensorConfig01 register) is set for the respective channel,
otherwise 0 is output.

0 Raw velocity signal
This is only calculated if the EnableVelocityCalculation bit (configured in the SensorConfig01 register) is set for the respective channel,
otherwise 0 is output.

3 - 0 Selects which input channel should be used to calculate the frequency band

Value Description
15 - 4 Invalid
3 Channel 4
2 Channel 3
1 Channel 2
0 Channel 1

Table 34: FrequencyBand01Config - FrequencyBand32Config

11.11.18.7 FrequencyBand01ConfigRead - FrequencyBand32ConfigRead

Registers for reading back the configuration of individual frequency bands.

11.11.18.8 FrequencyBand01DmgFreq60rpm - FrequencyBand32DmgFreq60rpm

Standardized damage frequency at 60 rpm if the frequency band is configured as speed-dependent.

This is multiplied with the configured velocity data point in the module to calculate the frequency band.

The standardized damage frequency must be specified in 1/100 (valid values from 1 to 65535).

11.11.18.9 FrequencyBand01DmgFreq60rpmRead - FrequencyBand32DmgFreq60rpmRead

Register to read back the standardized damage frequency at 60 rpm for the individual frequency bands.

The standardized damage frequency is specified in 1/100.
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11.11.18.10 FrequencyBand01Tolerance - FrequencyBand32Tolerance

If the frequency band is configured as speed-dependent, then this data point can be used to specify the frequency
band's width.

The FrequencyBandTolerance is subtracted once from the damage frequency calculated from ActSpeed and
FrequencyBandDmgFreq60rpm to get the frequency band's lower frequency and added once to get its higher fre-
quency.

The tolerance must be specified in 1/100 Hz (valid values from 1 to 65535).

11.11.18.11 FrequencyBand01ToleranceRead - FrequencyBand32ToleranceRead

Registers for reading back the tolerance of individual frequency bands.

The tolerance is specified in 1/100 Hz.

11.11.18.12 FrequencyBand01LowerFrequency - FrequencyBand32LowerFrequency

Minimum frequency for calculating the frequency band if it is not speed-dependent.

The minimum frequency must be specified in 1/4 Hz (valid values from 1 to 40000).

11.11.18.13 FrequencyBand01LowerFrequencyRead - FrequencyBand32LowerFrequencyRead

Registers for reading back the minimum frequency of individual frequency bands.

The minimum frequency is specified in 1/4 Hz.

11.11.18.14 FrequencyBand01UpperFrequency - FrequencyBand32UpperFrequency

Maximum frequency for calculating the frequency band if it is not speed-dependent.

The maximum frequency must be specified in 1/4 Hz (valid values from 1 to 40000).

11.11.18.15 FrequencyBand01UpperFrequencyRead - FrequencyBand32UpperFrequencyRead

Registers for reading back the maximum frequency of individual frequency bands.

The maximum frequency is specified in 1/4 Hz.

11.11.19 AnalogInputControlByte01

Control register for AnalogInput01-04. Only functional if the corresponding SamplesAnalogInput01-04 configuration
register is greater than 0.

The AnalogInputConfig01 setting for each channel determines whether the respective bit is an enable or a trigger
bit.
Bit Description
15 - 4 Reserved = 0
3 AnalogInputControl04 for the parameter calculation for AnalogInput04
2 AnalogInputControl03 for the parameter calculation for AnalogInput03
1 AnalogInputControl02 for the parameter calculation for AnalogInput02
0 AnalogInputControl01 for the parameter calculation for AnalogInput01

Table 35: AnalogInputControlByte01

AnalogInputControl01-04 in continuous mode:
Bit to start the continuous parameter calculation for AnalogInput01-04. (0 = parameter calculation off, 1 =
continuous calculation)
If this bit = 1, the parameter configured in AnalogInputConfig01 begins being calculated continuously over
the number of samples configured in SamplesAnalogInput01-04 for the respective channel. The calculated
value is registered in AnalogInput01-04 with the scaling configured in AnalogInputScale01 for the respective
channel. The value of AnalogInputToggleBit01-04 changes each time a new calculation takes place.
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AnalogInputControl01-04 in single shot mode:
Bit to start a new parameter calculation for AnalogInput01-04. (each edge starts a new calculation as long
as the previous one is already completed)
If the value of this bit changes, the parameter configured in AnalogInputConfig01 begins being calculated
over the number of samples configured in SamplesAnalogInput01-04 for the respective channel. The cal-
culated value is registered in AnalogInput01-04 with the scaling configured in AnalogInputScale01 for the
respective channel. The value of AnalogInputToggleBit01-04 changes each time a new calculation takes
place.

11.11.20 DataToggleBit01

This bit changes its value whenever new parameters are loaded from the module and updated (approximately
every 300 ms).

This is only available in the "Standard" function model.

11.11.21 OverflowAnalogInput01-04

Indicates whether there a signal is pending on the input which is larger than the configured AnalogInputScale
(Warning! this is always based on a 100 mV/g sensor).

This register is only available in the "Standard" function model.

11.11.22 OverflowCharacteristicValues01-04

This register contains an overflow indicator bit for each parameter of the corresponding channel (1 = overflow).
Bit Description
15 Reserved (always 0)
14 Overflow RmsRaw
13 Overflow Iso10816
12 Overflow Vdi3832KtRaw
11 Overflow KurtosisRaw
10 Overflow SkewnessRaw
9 Overflow CrestFactorRaw
8 Overflow PeakRaw
7 Overflow RmsVelRaw
6 Overflow RmsAccRaw
5 Overflow RmsVelEnvelope
4 Overflow RmsAccEnvelope
3 Overflow Vdi3832KtHighFrequency
2 Overflow CrestFactorHighFrequency
1 Overflow RmsHighFrequency 14
0 Overflow PeakHighFrequency

This register is only available in the "Standard" function model.

11.11.23 OverflowFrequencyBands01

This register contains an overflow indicator bit for each frequency band (1 = overflow).
Bit Description
31 Overflow FrequencyBand32
... ...
0 Overflow FrequencyBand01

This register is only available in the "Standard" function model.

11.11.24 SensitivitySensor01-04

The X20CM4810 always calculates the parameters based on a 100mV/g sensor on the input. Other sensors can
be used by specifying the sensor resolution in mV/g for each channel on these data points. All cyclic parameters
are then automatically scaled to the right sensor resolution by Automation Runtime. If this parameter is changed,
then next measurement is invalid (indicated by DataToggleBit01).

This register is only available in the "Standard" function model.

11.11.25 PeakRawRef01-04

Reference (correct state) of the raw signal's peak value for calculating the Vdi3832 K(t) of the raw signal.

This register is only available in the "Standard" function model.
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11.11.26 PeakRawRefCalculated01-04

Reference (correct state) of the raw signal's peak value which was used for calculating the Vdi3832 K(t) of the
raw signal.

This register is only available in the "Standard" function model.

11.11.27 RmsRawRef01-04

Reference (correct state) of the raw signal's effective value for calculating the Vdi3832 K(t) of the raw signal.

This register is only available in the "Standard" function model.

11.11.28 RmsRawRefCalculated01-04

Reference (correct state) of the raw signal's effective value which was used for calculating the Vdi3832 K(t) of
the raw signal.

This register is only available in the "Standard" function model.

11.11.29 PeakHighFrequencyRef01-04

Reference (correct state) of the high frequency signal's peak value for calculating the Vdi3832 K(t) of the high
frequency signal.

This register is only available in the "Standard" function model.

11.11.30 PeakHighFrequencyRefCalculated01-04

Reference (correct state) of the high frequency signal's peak value which was used for calculating the Vdi3832
K(t) of the peak value.

This register is only available in the "Standard" function model.

11.11.31 RmsHighFrequencyRef01-04

Reference (correct state) of the high frequency signal's effective value for calculating the Vdi3832 K(t) of the high
frequency signal.

This register is only available in the "Standard" function model.

11.11.32 RmsHighFrequencyRefCalculated01-04

Reference (correct state) of the high frequency signal's effective value which was used for calculating the Vdi3832
K(t) of the high frequency signal.

This register is only available in the "Standard" function model.

11.11.33 DataConsistentWithLockedBuffers01

If the data buffers on the module are locked from uploading, then this bit is used to indicate the time at which all
parameters and frequency bands are consistent with the locked buffers on the module.

This register is only available in the "Standard" function model.
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11.12 Module register - value (acyclic)

11.12.1 Iso10816_01-04

Asynchronous register to read the Iso10816 parameter on the respective channel. The resolution and unit can be
found in the Parameter Format section.

This register is only available in the function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController".

Using RequestDataLock01, all calculated parameters can be locked to allow all registers to be read while they are
consistent to one another.

11.12.2 RmsAccRaw01-04

Asynchronous register to read the RmsAccRaw parameter on the respective channel. The resolution and unit can
be found in the Parameter Format section. This register is only available in the function models "Slow Master" and
"CANIOBusController". Using RequestDataLock01, all calculated parameters can be locked to allow all registers
to be read while they are consistent to one another.

11.12.3 RmsVelRaw01-04

Asynchronous register to read the RmsVelRaw parameter on the respective channel. The resolution and unit can
be found in the Parameter Format section. This register is only available in the function models "Slow Master" and
"CANIOBusController". Using RequestDataLock01, all calculated parameters can be locked to allow all registers
to be read while they are consistent to one another.

This value is only calculated if the EnableVelocityCalculation bit (configuration in Register SensorConfig01) for the
corresponding channel is set, otherwise 0 is output.

11.12.4 RmsAccEnvelope01-04

Asynchronous register to read the RmsAccEnvelope parameter on the respective channel. The resolution and
unit can be found in the Parameter Format section. This register is only available in the function models "Slow
Master" and "CANIOBusController". Using RequestDataLock01, all calculated parameters can be locked to allow
all registers to be read while they are consistent to one another.

11.12.5 RmsVelEnvelope01-04

Asynchronous register to read the RmsVelEnvelope parameter on the respective channel. The resolution and
unit can be found in the Parameter Format section. This register is only available in the function models "Slow
Master" and "CANIOBusController". Using RequestDataLock01, all calculated parameters can be locked to allow
all registers to be read while they are consistent to one another.

This value is only calculated if the EnableVelocityCalculation bit (configuration in Register SensorConfig01) for the
corresponding channel is set, otherwise 0 is output.

11.12.6 PeakHighFrequency01-04

Asynchronous register to read the PeakHighFrequency parameter on the respective channel. The resolution and
unit can be found in the Parameter Format section. This register is only available in the function models "Slow
Master" and "CANIOBusController". Using RequestDataLock01, all calculated parameters can be locked to allow
all registers to be read while they are consistent to one another.

11.12.7 RmsHighFrequency01-04

Asynchronous register to read the RmsHighFrequency parameter on the respective channel. The resolution and
unit can be found in the Parameter Format section. This register is only available in the function models "Slow
Master" and "CANIOBusController". Using RequestDataLock01, all calculated parameters can be locked to allow
all registers to be read while they are consistent to one another.

11.12.8 KurtosisRaw01-04

Asynchronous register to read the KurtosisRaw parameter on the respective channel. The resolution and unit can
be found in the Parameter Format section. This register is only available in the function models "Slow Master" and
"CANIOBusController". Using RequestDataLock01, all calculated parameters can be locked to allow all registers
to be read while they are consistent to one another.
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11.12.9 CrestFactorRaw01-04

Asynchronous register to read the CrestFactorRaw parameter on the respective channel. The resolution and unit
can be found in the Parameter Format section. This register is only available in the function models "Slow Master"
and "CANIOBusController". Using RequestDataLock01, all calculated parameters can be locked to allow all regis-
ters to be read while they are consistent to one another.

11.12.10 SkewnessRaw01-04

Asynchronous register to read the SkewnessRaw parameter on the respective channel. The resolution and unit can
be found in the Parameter Format section. This register is only available in the function models "Slow Master" and
"CANIOBusController". Using RequestDataLock01, all calculated parameters can be locked to allow all registers
to be read while they are consistent to one another.

11.12.11 RmsRaw01-04

Asynchronous register to read the RmsRaw parameter on the respective channel. The resolution and unit can be
found in the Parameter Format section. This register is only available in the function models "Slow Master" and
"CANIOBusController". Using RequestDataLock01, all calculated parameters can be locked to allow all registers
to be read while they are consistent to one another.

11.12.12 PeakRaw01-04

Asynchronous register to read the PeakRaw parameter on the respective channel. The resolution and unit can be
found in the Parameter Format section. This register is only available in the function models "Slow Master" and
"CANIOBusController". Using RequestDataLock01, all calculated parameters can be locked to allow all registers
to be read while they are consistent to one another.

11.12.13 FrequencyBand01-32

Asynchronous register to read the respective frequency band. The resolution and unit can be found in the Parameter
Format section. This register is only available in the function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController".
Using RequestDataLock01, all calculated parameters can be locked to allow all registers to be read while they are
consistent to one another.

If the frequency band parameter is set to a velocity signal, then this value is only calculated if the EnableVeloci-
tyCalculation bit (configuration in Register SensorConfig01) for the corresponding channel is set, otherwise 0 is
output.
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11.13 Module register - Minimum and maximum values

All parameters are recalculated every 300 ms by the X20CM4810. To prevent values form being lost, it is necessary
to collect the data fast enough. If this is not possible, then the parameters on the module can be locked in the
function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController" using the data point RequestDataLock01 and then read
asynchronously. However, this method results in measurements being lost.

For this reason, a special function was implemented on the X20CM4810 to prevent measurements form being
lost. This function collects the die minimum and maximum values for all parameters calculated by the module.
Each time an edge occurs on the data point MinMaxUpdate01, a new measurement can be started, which results
in reinitialization of the Min and Max values and, at the same time, causes the current data to be copied to the
asynchronous register.

The asynchronous data point MinMaxCounter01 can then be used to readout how many measurements
were made. The asynchronous Min and Max data points (example: Iso10816 -> Iso10816Min01-04 and
Iso10816Max01-04) can be used to readout the respective values.

Important:

• If the data is locked with RequestDataLock01, no further measurement values are collected. (This is only
the case for function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController" because the parameters are not
locked when using the standard function model)

• If a parameter overflow or an open line occurs, no new values are collected.
• The Min and Max data points are each initialized with the maximum or minimum for the respective data types

(see Parameter format). If there are no more valid values on the parameters for the entire measurement
(overflow, open line or locked data), the initialization value remains intact.

11.13.1 MinMaxCounter01

This asynchronous register specifies how many measurements were collected the last time the minimum and max-
imum were determined. it is only updated when an edge occurs for MinMaxUpdate01. If the MinMaxUpdate01 bit
is not toggled after 65535 measurements, then the counter is limited to 65535. However, determining the minimum
and maximum continues. All asynchronous minimum and maximum values are only valid if MinMaxCounter01 is
not equal to 0.

11.13.2 Iso10816Min01-04

Asynchronous minimum value of the respective channel's Iso10816 parameter with a resolution of 0.001 mm/s. It
is only updated when an edge occurs on MinMaxUpdate01 and is only valid if MinMaxCounter01 is not equal to 0.
The asynchronous register MinMaxCounter01 indicates the number of measurement cycles collected to determine
the minimum here.

If no valid data is available during the time data was to be collected (open line or overflow), then this register is set
to the maximum value for its data type. If the data on the module is locked (DataLockValid01 = 1), then no new
values are added when determining the minimum. However, the measurement cycles are still counted (only the
case for function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController").

11.13.3 RmsAccRawMin01-04

Asynchronous minimum value of the respective channel's RmsAccRaw parameter with a resolution of 0.001 g. It
is only updated when an edge occurs on MinMaxUpdate01 and is only valid if MinMaxCounter01 is not equal to 0.
The asynchronous register MinMaxCounter01 indicates the number of measurement cycles collected to determine
the minimum here.

If no valid data is available during the time data was to be collected (open line or overflow), then this register is set
to the maximum value for its data type. If the data on the module is locked (DataLockValid01 = 1), then no new
values are added when determining the minimum. However, the measurement cycles are still counted (only the
case for function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController").
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11.13.4 RmsVelRawMin01-04

Asynchronous minimum value of the respective channel's RmsVelRaw parameter with a resolution of 0.001 mm/s.
It is only updated when an edge occurs on MinMaxUpdate01 and is only valid if MinMaxCounter01 is not equal to 0.
The asynchronous register MinMaxCounter01 indicates the number of measurement cycles collected to determine
the minimum here.

If no valid data is available during the time data was to be collected (open line or overflow), then this register is set
to the maximum value for its data type. If the data on the module is locked (DataLockValid01 = 1), then no new
values are added when determining the minimum. However, the measurement cycles are still counted (only the
case for function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController").

This value is only calculated if the EnableVelocityCalculation bit (configuration in Register SensorConfig01) for the
corresponding channel is set, otherwise 0 is output.

11.13.5 RmsAccEnvelopeMin01-04

Asynchronous minimum value of the respective channel's RmsAccEnvelope parameter with a resolution of 0.001 g.
It is only updated when an edge occurs on MinMaxUpdate01 and is only valid if MinMaxCounter01 is not equal to 0.
The asynchronous register MinMaxCounter01 indicates the number of measurement cycles collected to determine
the minimum here.

If no valid data is available during the time data was to be collected (open line or overflow), then this register is set
to the maximum value for its data type. If the data on the module is locked (DataLockValid01 = 1), then no new
values are added when determining the minimum. However, the measurement cycles are still counted (only the
case for function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController").

11.13.6 RmsVelEnvelopeMin01-04

Asynchronous minimum value of the respective channel's RmsVelEnvelope parameter with a resolution of 0.001
mm/s. It is only updated when an edge occurs on MinMaxUpdate01 and is only valid if MinMaxCounter01 is not
equal to 0. The asynchronous register MinMaxCounter01 indicates the number of measurement cycles collected
to determine the minimum here.

If no valid data is available during the time data was to be collected (open line or overflow), then this register is set
to the maximum value for its data type. If the data on the module is locked (DataLockValid01 = 1), then no new
values are added when determining the minimum. However, the measurement cycles are still counted (only the
case for function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController").

This value is only calculated if the EnableVelocityCalculation bit (configuration in Register SensorConfig01) for the
corresponding channel is set, otherwise 0 is output.

11.13.7 PeakHighFrequencyMin01-04

Asynchronous minimum value of the respective channel's PeakHighFrequency parameter with a resolution of
1/65536 g. It is only updated when an edge occurs on MinMaxUpdate01 and is only valid if MinMaxCounter01 is not
equal to 0. The asynchronous register MinMaxCounter01 indicates the number of measurement cycles collected
to determine the minimum here.

If no valid data is available during the time data was to be collected (open line or overflow), then this register is set
to the maximum value for its data type. If the data on the module is locked (DataLockValid01 = 1), then no new
values are added when determining the minimum. However, the measurement cycles are still counted (only the
case for function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController").

11.13.8 RmsHighFrequencyMin01-04

Asynchronous minimum value of the respective channel's RmsHighFrequency parameter with a resolution of
1/65536 g. It is only updated when an edge occurs on MinMaxUpdate01 and is only valid if MinMaxCounter01 is not
equal to 0. The asynchronous register MinMaxCounter01 indicates the number of measurement cycles collected
to determine the minimum here.

If no valid data is available during the time data was to be collected (open line or overflow), then this register is set
to the maximum value for its data type. If the data on the module is locked (DataLockValid01 = 1), then no new
values are added when determining the minimum. However, the measurement cycles are still counted (only the
case for function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController").
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11.13.9 KurtosisRawMin01-04

Asynchronous minimum value of the respective channel's KurtosisRaw parameter with a resolution of 0.001. It is
only updated when an edge occurs on MinMaxUpdate01 and is only valid if MinMaxCounter01 is not equal to 0.
The asynchronous register MinMaxCounter01 indicates the number of measurement cycles collected to determine
the minimum here.

If no valid data is available during the time data was to be collected (open line or overflow), then this register is set
to the maximum value for its data type. If the data on the module is locked (DataLockValid01 = 1), then no new
values are added when determining the minimum. However, the measurement cycles are still counted (only the
case for function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController").

11.13.10 CrestFactorRawMin01-04

Asynchronous minimum value of the respective channel's CrestFactorRaw parameter with a resolution of 0.001. It
is only updated when an edge occurs on MinMaxUpdate01 and is only valid if MinMaxCounter01 is not equal to 0.
The asynchronous register MinMaxCounter01 indicates the number of measurement cycles collected to determine
the minimum here.

If no valid data is available during the time data was to be collected (open line or overflow), then this register is set
to the maximum value for its data type. If the data on the module is locked (DataLockValid01 = 1), then no new
values are added when determining the minimum. However, the measurement cycles are still counted (only the
case for function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController").

11.13.11 SkewnessRawMin01-04

Asynchronous minimum value of the respective channel's SkewnessRaw parameter with a resolution of 0.001. It
is only updated when an edge occurs on MinMaxUpdate01 and is only valid if MinMaxCounter01 is not equal to 0.
The asynchronous register MinMaxCounter01 indicates the number of measurement cycles collected to determine
the minimum here.

If no valid data is available during the time data was to be collected (open line or overflow), then this register is set
to the maximum value for its data type. If the data on the module is locked (DataLockValid01 = 1), then no new
values are added when determining the minimum. However, the measurement cycles are still counted (only the
case for function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController").

11.13.12 RmsRawMin01-04

Asynchronous minimum value of the respective channel's RmsRaw parameter with a resolution of 1/65536 g. It is
only updated when an edge occurs on MinMaxUpdate01 and is only valid if MinMaxCounter01 is not equal to 0.
The asynchronous register MinMaxCounter01 indicates the number of measurement cycles collected to determine
the minimum here.

If no valid data is available during the time data was to be collected (open line or overflow), then this register is set
to the maximum value for its data type. If the data on the module is locked (DataLockValid01 = 1), then no new
values are added when determining the minimum. However, the measurement cycles are still counted (only the
case for function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController").

11.13.13 PeakRawMin01-04

Asynchronous minimum value of the respective channel's PeakRaw parameter with a resolution of 1/65536 g. It is
only updated when an edge occurs on MinMaxUpdate01 and is only valid if MinMaxCounter01 is not equal to 0.
The asynchronous register MinMaxCounter01 indicates the number of measurement cycles collected to determine
the minimum here.

If no valid data is available during the time data was to be collected (open line or overflow), then this register is set
to the maximum value for its data type. If the data on the module is locked (DataLockValid01 = 1), then no new
values are added when determining the minimum. However, the measurement cycles are still counted (only the
case for function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController").
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11.13.14 FrequencyBandMin01-32

Asynchronous minimum value for the respective frequency band in thousandths of a mm/s or g depending on the
configuration. It is only updated when an edge occurs on MinMaxUpdate01 and is only valid if MinMaxCounter01
is not equal to 0. The asynchronous register MinMaxCounter01 indicates the number of measurement cycles
collected to determine the minimum here.

If no valid data is available during the time data was to be collected (open line or overflow), then this register is set
to the maximum value for its data type. If the data on the module is locked (DataLockValid01 = 1), then no new
values are added when determining the minimum. However, the measurement cycles are still counted (only the
case for function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController").

If the frequency band parameter is set to a velocity signal, then this value is only calculated if the EnableVeloci-
tyCalculation bit (configuration in Register SensorConfig01) for the corresponding channel is set, otherwise 0 is
output.

11.13.15 Iso10816Max01-04

Asynchronous maximum value of the respective channel's Iso10816 parameter with a resolution of 0.001 mm/s. It
is only updated when an edge occurs on MinMaxUpdate01 and is only valid if MinMaxCounter01 is not equal to 0.
The asynchronous register MinMaxCounter01 indicates the number of measurement cycles collected to determine
the maximum here.

If no valid data is available during the time data was to be collected (open line or overflow), then this register is
set to the minimum value for its data type. If the data on the module is locked (DataLockValid01 = 1), then no new
values are added when determining the maximum. However, the measurement cycles are still counted (only the
case for function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController").

11.13.16 RmsAccRawMax01-04

Asynchronous maximum value of the respective channel's RmsAccRaw parameter with a resolution of 0.001 g. It
is only updated when an edge occurs on MinMaxUpdate01 and is only valid if MinMaxCounter01 is not equal to 0.
The asynchronous register MinMaxCounter01 indicates the number of measurement cycles collected to determine
the maximum here.

If no valid data is available during the time data was to be collected (open line or overflow), then this register is
set to the minimum value for its data type. If the data on the module is locked (DataLockValid01 = 1), then no new
values are added when determining the maximum. However, the measurement cycles are still counted (only the
case for function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController").

11.13.17 RmsVelRawMax01-04

Asynchronous maximum value of the respective channel's RmsVelRaw parameter with a resolution of 0.001 mm/s.
It is only updated when an edge occurs on MinMaxUpdate01 and is only valid if MinMaxCounter01 is not equal to 0.
The asynchronous register MinMaxCounter01 indicates the number of measurement cycles collected to determine
the maximum here.

If no valid data is available during the time data was to be collected (open line or overflow), then this register is
set to the minimum value for its data type. If the data on the module is locked (DataLockValid01 = 1), then no new
values are added when determining the maximum. However, the measurement cycles are still counted (only the
case for function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController").

This value is only calculated if the EnableVelocityCalculation bit (configuration in Register SensorConfig01) for the
corresponding channel is set, otherwise 0 is output.

11.13.18 RmsAccEnvelopeMax01-04

Asynchronous maximum value of the respective channel's RmsAccEnvelope parameter with a resolution of 0.001
g. It is only updated when an edge occurs on MinMaxUpdate01 and is only valid if MinMaxCounter01 is not equal
to 0. The asynchronous register MinMaxCounter01 indicates the number of measurement cycles collected to de-
termine the maximum here.

If no valid data is available during the time data was to be collected (open line or overflow), then this register is
set to the minimum value for its data type. If the data on the module is locked (DataLockValid01 = 1), then no new
values are added when determining the maximum. However, the measurement cycles are still counted (only the
case for function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController").
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11.13.19 RmsVelEnvelopeMax01-04

Asynchronous maximum value of the respective channel's RmsVelEnvelope parameter with a resolution of 0.001
mm/s. It is only updated when an edge occurs on MinMaxUpdate01 and is only valid if MinMaxCounter01 is not
equal to 0. The asynchronous register MinMaxCounter01 indicates the number of measurement cycles collected
to determine the maximum here.

If no valid data is available during the time data was to be collected (open line or overflow), then this register is
set to the minimum value for its data type. If the data on the module is locked (DataLockValid01 = 1), then no new
values are added when determining the maximum. However, the measurement cycles are still counted (only the
case for function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController").

This value is only calculated if the EnableVelocityCalculation bit (configuration in Register SensorConfig01) for the
corresponding channel is set, otherwise 0 is output.

11.13.20 PeakHighFrequencyMax01-04

Asynchronous maximum value of the respective channel's PeakHighFrequency parameter with a resolution of
1/65536 g. It is only updated when an edge occurs on MinMaxUpdate01 and is only valid if MinMaxCounter01 is not
equal to 0. The asynchronous register MinMaxCounter01 indicates the number of measurement cycles collected
to determine the maximum here.

If no valid data is available during the time data was to be collected (open line or overflow), then this register is
set to the minimum value for its data type. If the data on the module is locked (DataLockValid01 = 1), then no new
values are added when determining the maximum. However, the measurement cycles are still counted (only the
case for function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController").

11.13.21 RmsHighFrequencyMax01-04

Asynchronous maximum value of the respective channel's RmsHighFrequency parameter with a resolution of
1/65536 g. It is only updated when an edge occurs on MinMaxUpdate01 and is only valid if MinMaxCounter01 is not
equal to 0. The asynchronous register MinMaxCounter01 indicates the number of measurement cycles collected
to determine the maximum here.

If no valid data is available during the time data was to be collected (open line or overflow), then this register is
set to the minimum value for its data type. If the data on the module is locked (DataLockValid01 = 1), then no new
values are added when determining the maximum. However, the measurement cycles are still counted (only the
case for function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController").

11.13.22 KurtosisRawMax01-04

Asynchronous maximum value of the respective channel's KurtosisRaw parameter with a resolution of 0.001. It is
only updated when an edge occurs on MinMaxUpdate01 and is only valid if MinMaxCounter01 is not equal to 0.
The asynchronous register MinMaxCounter01 indicates the number of measurement cycles collected to determine
the maximum here.

If no valid data is available during the time data was to be collected (open line or overflow), then this register is
set to the minimum value for its data type. If the data on the module is locked (DataLockValid01 = 1), then no new
values are added when determining the maximum. However, the measurement cycles are still counted (only the
case for function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController").

11.13.23 CrestFactorRawMax01-04

Asynchronous maximum value of the respective channel's CrestFactorRaw parameter with a resolution of 0.001. It
is only updated when an edge occurs on MinMaxUpdate01 and is only valid if MinMaxCounter01 is not equal to 0.
The asynchronous register MinMaxCounter01 indicates the number of measurement cycles collected to determine
the maximum here.

If no valid data is available during the time data was to be collected (open line or overflow), then this register is
set to the minimum value for its data type. If the data on the module is locked (DataLockValid01 = 1), then no new
values are added when determining the maximum. However, the measurement cycles are still counted (only the
case for function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController").
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11.13.24 SkewnessRawMax01-04

Asynchronous maximum value of the respective channel's SkewnessRaw parameter with a resolution of 0.001. It
is only updated when an edge occurs on MinMaxUpdate01 and is only valid if MinMaxCounter01 is not equal to 0.
The asynchronous register MinMaxCounter01 indicates the number of measurement cycles collected to determine
the maximum here.

If no valid data is available during the time data was to be collected (open line or overflow), then this register is
set to the minimum value for its data type. If the data on the module is locked (DataLockValid01 = 1), then no new
values are added when determining the maximum. However, the measurement cycles are still counted (only the
case for function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController").

11.13.25 RmsRawMax01-04

Asynchronous maximum value of the respective channel's RmsRaw parameter with a resolution of 1/65536 g. It
is only updated when an edge occurs on MinMaxUpdate01 and is only valid if MinMaxCounter01 is not equal to 0.
The asynchronous register MinMaxCounter01 indicates the number of measurement cycles collected to determine
the maximum here.

If no valid data is available during the time data was to be collected (open line or overflow), then this register is
set to the minimum value for its data type. If the data on the module is locked (DataLockValid01 = 1), then no new
values are added when determining the maximum. However, the measurement cycles are still counted (only the
case for function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController").

11.13.26 PeakRawMax01-04

Asynchronous maximum value of the respective channel's PeakRaw parameter with a resolution of 1/65536 g. It
is only updated when an edge occurs on MinMaxUpdate01 and is only valid if MinMaxCounter01 is not equal to 0.
The asynchronous register MinMaxCounter01 indicates the number of measurement cycles collected to determine
the maximum here.

If no valid data is available during the time data was to be collected (open line or overflow), then this register is
set to the minimum value for its data type. If the data on the module is locked (DataLockValid01 = 1), then no new
values are added when determining the maximum. However, the measurement cycles are still counted (only the
case for function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController").

11.13.27 FrequencyBandMax01-32

Asynchronous maximum value for the respective frequency band in thousandths of a mm/s or g depending on the
configuration. It is only updated when an edge occurs on MinMaxUpdate01 and is only valid if MinMaxCounter01
is not equal to 0. The asynchronous register MinMaxCounter01 indicates the number of measurement cycles
collected to determine the maximum here.

If no valid data is available during the time data was to be collected (open line or overflow), then this register is
set to the minimum value for its data type. If the data on the module is locked (DataLockValid01 = 1), then no new
values are added when determining the maximum. However, the measurement cycles are still counted (only the
case for function models "Slow Master" and "CANIOBusController").

If the frequency band parameter is set to a velocity signal, then this value is only calculated if the EnableVeloci-
tyCalculation bit (configuration in Register SensorConfig01) for the corresponding channel is set, otherwise 0 is
output.
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12 X20CM4810 on the fieldbus

12.1 Bus coupler with FieldbusDESIGNER support

There are 2 function models that can be selected (Fast and Slow Master). For a detailed description of the function
models, see Function models.

The X20CM4810 module is configured using the AS FieldbusDESIGNER.

Implementation must be done on the master.

12.2 Bus coupler without FieldbusDESIGNER support

Here, only function model 2 Slow Master is available.

For a detailed description of the function model, see Function models.

Configuration and implementation must be done on the master.

12.3 B&R SG4 CPU with interface module

This combination offers the following advantages:

• Modular condition monitoring solution possible
• Automation Runtime prepares all parameters (no extra work required for implementation)
• Communication with the master takes place via the interface card

12.4 CANIO bus coupler

Here, only function model 254 CANIOBusController is available.

For a detailed description of the function model, see Function models.

Configuration and implementation must be done on the master.
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